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FOREWORD
Dramatic changes have occurred in the United States sweet potato
industry over the past two to three decades. Some of the more striking
changes have been in consumption, acreage, production, number of
farms producing sweet potatoes, and geographic pattern of production.
These changes have had a major impact on the competitive positions
of sellers in different producing areas. Farmers, shippers, and others
selling sweet potatoes inevitably face the problem of adjusting to changes
of this nature. Much of the information required for the most profita-
ble solution to this adjustment problem is not readily available to sell-
ers. Moreover, a procedure is lacking for making effective use of such
information in determining needed adjustments.
This study involved the adaptation and application of a relatively
new research procedure. It indicated that a different shipping pattern
would have been more profitable to sweet potato shippers in 1958-59
than the one followed.
The important contribution to knowledge from the study consists
of the adaptation and application of this procedure for use in making
current decisions concerning best markets for sweet potatoes. Implica-
tions from the study suggest that the procedure is potentially of great
value to shippers if properly understood and applied. The procedure
may be additionally refined and improved, and its application modified
in time, with further use and study.
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Interregional Competition in Marketing
Fresh Sweet Potatoes
By Jerry M. Law and Homer G. Ponder
INTRODUCTION
Sweet potatoes afe grown commercially in at least 23 states of the
United States. Production is confined largely to the southern half of the
country, with the more important areas of commercial output located
in Louisiana, New Jersey, Virginia, North Carolina, Texas, and Cali-
fornia.^
Striking changes have taken place within the United States sweet
potato industry over the past two to three decades. Despite a greatly
expanded consumer population, annual consumption of sweet potatoes
in the country fell by more than one-third since the middle 1930's. An-
nual consumption per person declined from 23 pounds, fresh equiva-
lent, in 1934-37 to less than 7 pounds in 1960-63. In part, the decline
in consumption reflects a decline in household use of the product on
farms where grown.^ However, the quantity of sweet potatoes moving
into sales outlets has declined by almost 20 percent since the 1934-37
period.3
Acreage of sweet potatoes harvested annually dropped by approxi-
mately 74 percent between the periods 1934-37 and 1959-62. The drop
in acreage was relatively consistent, except during World War II, when
the trend was interrupted temporarily. Although yield per acre in-
creased 60 percent over the period, annual production of sweet pota-
toes dropped steadily from over 39 million hundredweight during 1934-
37 to less than 17 million hundredweight during 1959-62—a decline of
approximately 57 percent. Much of the decline in output was in pro-
lOther states growing significant quantities commercially include Alabama, Arizona,
Georgia, Kansas, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, South Carolina, and
Tennessee.
2Since the 1934-37 period the household use of sweet potatoes on farms where
grown has declined from approximately 15 million to approximately 2 million
hundredweight.
3Statistical information presented in this section was compiled from the following
sources: (a) Consumption of Food in the United States 1909-52, Agricultural Hand-
book No. 62, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, September 1953,
and supplements for 1958, 1960, and 1962; (b) National Food Situation, Economic Re-
search Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, various issues
since 1960; and (c) Agricultural Statistics, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, D. C, various annual issues.
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duction for home use. However, changes in commercial production
were significant.^
According to the Census of Agriculture, the number of farms re-
porting the production of sweet potatoes declined from approximately
1.2 million in 1939 to 310 thousand in 1959—a decrease of more than
74 percent. This change was accompanied by a trend toward larger
acreage per farm as production of the crop became increasingly com-
mercialized and specialized.
Shifts in Supply Areas
Changes in production of sweet potatoes are reflected in marked
changes in relative output between regions and between states within
regions. The Southern Region^ supplied over 86 percent of the United
States output during the 1934-37 period. By 1959-62 the proportion
produced in this region had decreased to about 80 percent of the United
States total. Over this period, however, total output within the region
decreased by approximately 61 percent. And there were significant shifts
in the relative importance of different supply areas within the region.
Although output in all states of the region declined, the relative im-
portance of production in Louisiana, North Carolina, Texas, and Vir-
ginia increased from 40 to 69 percent of the regional total. The relative
importance of production in each of the other seven states declined
sharply.
The Western Region, primarily California,^ gained in production
and increased its share from less than 2 percent to almost 6 percent
of the United States output between 1934-37 and 1959-62.
Sweet potato output in the Northeastern Region^ declined. Output
increased slightly in New Jersey but declined slightly in Maryland and
almost totally in Delaware. However, the relative importance of the
Northeastern Region increased from about 6 percent to about 12 per-
cent of the United States output.
Other states for which sweet potato production is reported include
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Kentucky, and' Oklahoma.
^Statistical information on acreage, yield, and production in this section and
subsequent sections of the report was compiled from the following sources: (a)
Potatoes and Sweetpotatoes, Statistical Bulletin 190, Crop Reporting Board, Agricultural
Marketing Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, August 1956;
(b) Sweetpotatoes, Statistical Bulletin No. 237, Crop Reporting Board, Agricultural
Marketing Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, September
1958; and (c) subsequent annual summaries of Potatoes and Sweetpotatoes, Statistical
Reporting Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
5The Southern Region of the United States is defined to include the states of
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.
eOnly one other state in this region. New Mexico, produces sweet potatoes.
7Sweet potato producing states in this region include New Jersey, Delaware, and
Maryland.
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Since the 1930's the combined output of these states declined from over
6 percent to less than 3 percent of the United States total.
The Problem
Changes in the sweet potato industry have had a major impact on the
competitive positions of sellers in different producing areas. Farmers,
shippers, and others inevitably face the problem of adjusting to changes
of this nature. The most profitable solution to this adjustment problem
requires a complex of economic information on competing supplies,
demand conditions, and transportation costs. Much of the information
is not readily available to sellers. Moreover, a procedure is lacking for
making effective use of such information in determining needed ad-
justments.
Purpose of the Study
This study was made to provide shippers with information needed
to make decisions leading to the most profitable allocation of sweet
potato supplies among major consuming centers. The specific objec-
tive of the study was to compare net receipts from the actual and from
an optimum allocation of sweet potato supplies from each producing
area to major consuming centers for a recent season.^ In carrying out
this objective it was intended that the study also serve to illustrate a
procedure which may be used for guiding adjustments to future changes
in the industry.
Although the study involves all producing areas, it is of greatest im-
portance to the Southern Region, where almost 80 percent of the
United States sweet potato output is produced. Louisiana, which sup-
plies about one-fourth of the nation's output, is given particular em-
phasis in the study.
Markets and Supply Areas Studied
Unload data for the 1958-59 season indicated that sweet potatoes
were shipped to at least 100 cities and towns throughout the United
States. However, unloads at 26 major cities accounted for most of the
sweet potatoes shipped.^ Since price and quantity data were available
for these cities all were included in the study. However, for purposes
of analysis, Dallas and Fort Worth, Minneapolis and St. Paul, New
York and Newark, and San Francisco and Oakland were considered as
four consuming centers rather than eight. This reduced the number
of consuming centers included in the study to 22 (see Figure 1)
.
SData for the 1958-59 shipping season were used for the study.
9The cities include Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Fort Worth, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Louisville,
Minneapolis, New Orleans, Newark, New York, Oakland, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Portland, St. Louis, San Francisco, St. Paul, and Washington, D. C.
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Twenty-three states which supplied sweetpotatoes to the consuming
centers above were included in the study. To facilitate analysis a single
shipping point was selected for each of the 23 states (see Table 1) . The
TABLE 1.—Supply Areas and Shipping Points Selected for Study, 1958-59 Marketing
Season
State Shipping point State Shipping point
Alabama f^.iillman Opelousas
Arizona Phoenix Maryland Salisbury
Arkansas El Dorado Mississippi Vardaman
California Atwater Missouri Manchester
Delaware Salisbury, Md. New Jersey Vineland
Florida Fort Pierce New Mexico Portales
Georgia Americus North Carolina Benson
Illinois Dongola South Carolina Kingstree
Indiana Owensville Tennessee Dresden
Iowa Muscatine Texas Tyler
Kansas Manhattan Virginia Onlay
Kentucky Dresden, Tenn.
selection was based upon areas of concentrated acreage and/or areas
showing concentrated volumes of shipment.
Method of Analysis
This study involves an application of the theory of interregional
competition to the problem of determining the optimum allocation of
sweet potato supplies among major consuming centers. An optimum
allocation was determined for each of four different situations as fol-
lows:
1. Optimum allocations of existing supplies from Louisiana with
actual allocations from other producing areas.
2. Optimum allocations of increased supplies from Louisiana with
actual allocations from other producing areas.
3. Optimum allocations of existing supplies from all producing
areas.
4. Optimum allocations of increased supplies from Louisiana and
existing supplies from other producing areas.
Analysis for each of the above situations involved the technique of
reactive programming. Reactive programming is a means of obtaining
equilibrium flows of a commodity between areas with given transporta-
tion cost functions, given demand schedules in each of several con-
suming centers, and given supply schedules in each of several areas
of production.io The model for the study consists of the following com-
ponents:
loFor a detailed explanation of the reactive programming technique, see: Tramel,
Thonaas E., and A. D. Seale, Jr., "Reactive Programming of Supply and Demand
Relations - Applications to Fresh Vegetables," Journal of Farm Economics, XLI,
December 1959, pp. 1012-22.
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1. Demand schedules for each consuming center. The development
of the statistical model used in estimating demand functions for major
consuming centers is presented in Appendix A. The equations take the
form of:
m
Pj-Fj (^Qii). where
i = l
i = 1, 2, . . . , m denotes the different producing areas,
j 1, 2, . . . , n denotes the different consuming centers,
Pj denotes price of the homogeneous product in the jth consuming
center,
Qij denotes the quantity purchased in the ]th consuming center
which was produced in the ith producing area.
2. The transportation cost from each producing area to each con-
suming center. The development of the statistical model used in esti-
mating transportation costs is presented in Appendix B. These costs
take the form of:
An m X n matrix of Tij,8 where Tij denotes constant unit cost of
transporting the product from the ith producing area to the ]th con-
suming center.
3. The supply available in each producing area. This is symbolized
as:
A vector of m x Si,g where Si denotes the fixed supply in the ith pro-
ducing area.
From the given data, m x n equations may be formed of the follow-
ing:
Ri, = (XQi,) - Tj,, i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n, where
Rij denotes the "net" average revenue per unit for the product produced
in the ith producing area and sold in the ]th consuming center. Each
of the m X n equations defines, for each producing area, the net price
which can be obtained in each consuming center. A solution to the
m X n equations is a solution to the optimum allocation of supplies
among markets. The solutions were obtained on the IBM 650 com-
puter.
Four restrictions imposed on the model are as follows:
1. All Qij^O, i.e., the quantities purchased in a consuming center
from a producing area must be equal to or greater than zero.
2. For a given i, all Rij,g must be equal for all j's to which ship-
ments are made and in turn must be greater than all Rij,s for all j's
to which shipments are not made. Simply stated, a producing area must
receive the same net revenue per unit from all consuming centers it
supplies, and this revenue must be greater than the revenue obtainable
at other consuming centers.
3. Ry^O for all i's and all j's between which the commodity
8
flows. In other words, for a commodity to flow from a given producing
area to a given consuming center the net revenue must be equal to or
greater than zero.
n
4. ^ ^ Si This means that the quantity purchased in a con-
j=i
suming center from a given producing area must not exceed the supply
available in that producing area.
Sources of Data
Input data used in the study were obtained from several sources.
Data on unloads by origin and wholesale prices in each consuming
center were obtained from daily and summary market news reports.^^
Population and income data used in the analysis of demand for each
consuming center were obtained from Sales-Management Survey of
Buying Power.^^
Data needed to estimate transportation costs were obtained by per-
sonal interview with truck brokers and shippers operating in the Louisi-
ana sweet potato area. Direct mileages between producing areas and
consuming centers were compiled from highway mileage charts in a
road atlas.^2
Demand, supply, and transportation cost coefficients^* developed from
the above information constituted the input data for the reactive pro-
gramming technique.
Limitations
Certain limitations are inherent in most studies. The more impor-
tant ones in this study emerge as a result of necessary simplifying as-
sumptions, the nature of input data, and barriers existing in the distri-
bution channels that may prevent optimum allocations.
In this study sweet potatoes were considered a homogeneous prod-
uct in that those produced in one section of the United States were
perfect substitutes for those grown in other sections. Two types of
sweet potatoes are produced in the United States, the moist type as
found in Louisiana, and the dry type as found in the Northeastern
Region. Generally, the moist type commands a price premium and is
preferred to the dry type in some consuming centers. Lack of data, how-
ever, prevented an analysis based on preference of the product from a
given production area by any or all consuming centers.
iiThese reports are published periodically by the Federal-State Market News
Service.
i2"Summary of Data for Metropolitan County Areas," Sales-Management Survey
of Buying Power, New York: Bill Brothers Publishing Corporation, May 10, 1959.
i3j?oad Atlas. Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1958.
i*Demand coefficients and transportation cost coefficients are presented in Appen-
dix B and Appendix C, respectively.
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Each source of supply is represented by a single point. This is one
of the mechanical requirements used in the technique and may cause
minor differences in actual aggregate transportation costs. It was as-
sumed that per unit transportation cost was the same for all producing
areas. Transportation costs are also computed on constant unit cost
throughout the entire season. Discounts and premiums may be used
to adjust these rates for changes in supply and demand for trucking
services. Transportation rates, however, appear to be highly uniform
among different firms.
An optimum allocation of sweet potatoes from each producing area
may be difficult to achieve in practice. The distribution pattern may be
altered by such things as imperfections in the marketing system and
subjective factors influencing sales. Shippers as well as buyers may wish
to maintain contact with well-established, reputable suppliers or re-
ceivers. Any short-run gain accruing to a shipper from an optimum dis-
tribution may be offset by personal values or long-run benefits derived
from maintaining market contacts. Encroachment on a market by com-
petitors could easily result in retaliatory measures, such as price cutting,
which would alter an otherwise optimum allocation. Inadequate knowl-
edge and trade barriers also may prevent optimum distributions.
It should be noted that the allocations of sweet potatoes developed
in the analysis represented only part of the total sold. Consumption
data for some markets were unattainable and in others may have been
incomplete. The study does include a majority of the fresh sweet pota-
toes marketed during the year, however, and should serve as a basis
for developing long-range plans on the part of producers and shippers.
SHIPPING PATTERNS FOR COMPETING
STATES
Actual shipments of sweet potatoes to major consuming centers
during the 1958-59 marketing season served as a basis from which needed
adjustments in shipping patterns were estimated. A description of the
shipping periods and patterns for the 1958-59 season is presented in
this section.
Shipping Periods
The shipping season in each producing area begins at time of harvest.
Early shipments consist of "uncured" or "green" sweet potatoes. As
harvest progresses, an increasing proportion of the crop moves into
storage. Soon after harvest is completed, all subsequent shipments for
the season are made from "cured" stocks. With proper storage facilities
it is possible to extend the shipping season to a year-round basis.
Usual shipping seasons for the principal commercial areas are shown
in Figure 2. The earliest seasons generally begin in July with limited
10
Source: The Packer Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Yearbook—1957 Issue, Part Two,
Kansas City: The Packer Publishing Co., April 1957, p. 190.
FIGURE 2.—Usual Shipping Seasons for Principal Sweet Potato States.
shipments from Louisiana, Alabama, and California. Most of the states
have begun shipments by early September. The end of the shipping
season for many areas occurs between January and April. Louisiana has
the longest season, with shipments extending between 11 and 12 months.
Allocation of Shipments Among Consuming Centers
From Louisiana. Louisiana shippers supplied 3,447 of the 14,174
carlot equivalents of sweet potatoes unloaded at 22 major markets dur-
ing the 1958-59 shipping season (Table 2) . Chicago was by far the most
important market for Louisiana sweet potatoes. Shipments to this con-
suming center amounted to 1,080 carlot equivalents, or 31 percent of
all shipments from the state. Other leading markets included Detroit,
New Orleans, Cleveland, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, and Kansas
City. Louisiana shippers allocated considerably more than 100 carlot
equivalents to each of these cities. With the exception of Cincinnati
and Pittsburgh, Louisiana supplied most of the sweet potatoes consumed
in the cities named above, accounting for 100 percent in New Orleans,
88.5 percent in Chicago, and 77.3 percent in Cleveland (Table 3)
.
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TABLE 3.—Total Receipts of Sweet Potatoes in Specified Consuming Centers and
Proportion of Receipts in Each Market Supplied from Louisiana and Competing
Areas, 1958-59 Marketing Season
Consuming center
Total carlot Percentage supplied by
equivalents Louisiana Other states
Atlanta 806 .2 99.8
Baltimore 672 3.7 96.3
Birmingham 773 .4 99.6
Boston 444 .7 99.3
Chicago 1,221 88.5 11.5
Cincinnati 344 47.4 52.6
Cleveland 507 77.3 22.7
Dallas-Ft. Worth 504 100.0
Denver 229 38.0 62.0
Detroit 546 88.8 11.2
Kansas City 224 58.0 42.0
Los Angeles 1,628 100.0
Louisville 121 72.7 27.3
Minneapolis-St. Paul 118 61.9 38.1
New Orleans 442 100.0
New York-Newark 2,244 O.D 96.5
r mxaacxpiiia 1,267 1.7 98.3
Pittsburgh 560 26.8 73.2
Portland 164 .6 99.4
St. Louis 404 61.4 38.6
San Francisco-Oakland 595 100.0
Washington, D. C. 361 1.7 98.3
Total receipts 14,174 24.5 75.5
Source: Table 2.
Areas Competing With Louisiana. Louisiana's major competitors
in selling sweet potatoes include New Jersey, California, North Caro-
lina, Virginia, and Texas. These states supplied approximately 60 per-
cent of the total unloads in 22 major markets during the 1958-59 sea-
son. New York City was the largest market for eastern shippers, in-
cluding those in New Jersey, North Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland
(see Table 2) . Shippers in these states also were the primary suppliers
of other northeastern markets.
California sweet potatoes moved primarily to markets within the
state, although some shipments were made to relatively nearby markets
such as Portland, Oregon. Dallas and Fort Worth were major receivers
of Texas sweet potatoes. Shipments from Texas also were distributed
to several north central and eastern cities. The bulk of supplies from
other producing states was distributed primarily within the state of
production.
OPTIMUM SHIPPING PATTERNS
As indicated earlier the optimum (i.e., most profitable) allocation
of sweet potato supplies among major consuming centers was estimated
for four different situations. Each situation will be presented in turn.
14
Situation 1. Optimum allocation of existing supplies from Louisiana
with actual allocations from other producing areas
During the nine-month period August 1958 through April 1959,
Louisiana shippers supplied 3,100 of the 12,765 carlot equivalents of
sweet potatoes unloaded at 22 major markets. The sale of 3,100 car-
lots netted Louisiana shippers an estimated S5, 128,402 (gross receipts
less transportation cost) . Net revenue per carlot averaged S 1,654.
Assuming no change in shipments from other producing areas,
an optimum allocation of the 3,100 carlots of sweet potatoes from Lou-
isiana would have increased net returns to shippers in the state by
5567,913, or SI 84 per carlot. The most profitable distribution would
have called for a greater proportion of Louisiana sweet potato ship-
ments to ^Vest Coast markets where population is expanding rapidly.
Increased shipments were indicated for Los Angeles, Portland, and San
Francisco (Table 4) . Additional shipments also were indicated for
the Denver and Minneapolis-St. Paul markets, Increased shipments to
the above consuming centers would have been offset by fewer ship-
ments to others.
As explained earlier, the shipping season for Louisiana sweet po-
tatoes is somewhat longer than that of most other producing areas.
Thus, the competitive position of Louisiana shippers changes somewhat
during the season. As a consequence of this, and possibly other factors,
the optimum allocation of supplies shifts somewhat between certain
periods of the maketing season. Optimum allocation for individual
marketing periods within the season are presented in Appendix C,
Tables 11, 12, and 13.
Situation 2. Optimum allocation of increased supplies from Louisiana
with actual allocations from other producing areas
It seems reasonable to assume that Louisiana could increase supplies
of sweet potatoes for the fresh market by 50 percent over the volume
shipped from the state during the 1958-59 marketing season. This
would mean that the quantitv of Louisiana sweet potatoes available
for distribution would be increased to 4,648 carlot equivalents. An analy-
sis was made to determine what effect an optimum allocation of this
increased supply would have on net revenue to Louisiana shippers.
The analysis is based upon the assumption of no change in unloads
from areas other than Louisiana. As might be expected, an increase of
50 percent in supplies from Louisiana would result in lower prices.
i5As indicated earlier, shipments from Louisiana for the entire season totaled
3,477 carlots. However,, the relatively few shipments (377 carlots) made in July 1958
and after April 1959 were not included in the study because of insufl&cient data
to support the analvsis.
i6This potential is estimated on the basis of the quantity of suitable land
available, climatic requirements, alternative land uses, and prospects for increased
\'ields with improved varieties.
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TABLE 4.—Results of Actual and Optimum Allocations of Existing Supplies of Lou-
isiana Sweet Potatoes in 22 Major Markets, with Actual AUocations From Competing
Areas, 1958-59 Marketing Season
Unloads
Consuming center Actual, from areas From Louisiana
other than Louisiana Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 723
Baltimore 585 22
Birmingham 693 2
Boston 410 2
Chicago 140 951 748
Cincinnati 167 137 66
Cleveland 114 348 300
Dallas-Ft. Worth 489 a a
Denver 139 72 115
Detroit 60 439 376
Kansas City 86 115 98
Los Angeles 1,423 72
Louisville 24 83 38
Minneapolis-St. Paul 51 / u 9*794/4
New Orleans 399 242
New York-Newark 1,930 77
Philadelphia 1.134 22
Pittsburgh 365 134 60
Portland 150 156
St. Louis 137 219 130
San Francisco-Oakland 533 427
Washington, D. C. 312 5
Total 9,665 3,100 3,100
Net revenue to Louisiana shippers $5,128,402 $5,696,315
"Louisiana sweet potatoes were restricted from the Dallas-Fort Worth market
because of quarantine regulations against entry of this product from weevil infested
areas.
However, the change in price would be less than proportionate to the
change in quantity. Consequently, net revenue to Louisiana shippers
would be increased with the larger supply. Specifically, an optimum
distribution of the larger supply would have increased net revenue
(gross receipts less transportation costs) to $7,722,183 (Table 5) . This
represents an increase of more than 35 percent over the revenue ob-
tainable with an optimum distribution of actual supplies.
Markets supplied by Louisiana shippers would remain the same as
under an optimum distribution before an increase in volume, with one
exception. With the increased supplies the city of Washington, D.C.,
would be added as a new market (see Table 5) . The volume supplied in)
the other markets would be increased but in varying proportions. Opti-
mum allocations for individual marketing periods within the season
are presented in Appendix C, Tables 14, 15, and 16.
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TABLE 5.-Results of a 50 Percent Increase in Sweet Potato Unloads from Louisiana,
With Actual Allocations from Competing Areas, 22 Major Markets, 1958-59 Market-
ing Season
Unloads
Consuming center Actual, from areas Optimum allocation from Louisiana
other than Louisiana Existing supplies Increased su^^
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 723
Baltimore 585
Birmingham 693
Boston 410
Chicago 140 748 922
Cincinnati 167 66 104
Cleveland 114 300 349
Dallas-Fort Worth 489 a a
Denver 139 115 235
Detroit 60 376 476
Kansas City y© 144
Los Angeles 1,423 72 240
88Louisville 24 38
iTxiiillCd.pUiio-0 L. i aUi 51 272 446
New Orleans 242 324
New York-Newark 1,930
Philadelphia 1,134
Pittsburgh 365 60 106
Portland 150 156 352
St. Louis 137 130 174
San Francisco-Oakland 533 427 654
Washington, D. C. 312 34
Total 9,665 3,100 4,648
Net revenue to Louisiana shippers $5,696,315 $7,722,183
^Louisiana sweet potatoes were restricted from the Dallas-Fort Worth market
because of quarantine regulations against entry of this product from weevil infested
areas.
Situation 3. Optimum allocation of existing supplies from all pro-
ducing areas
The preceding situations involved optimum shipping patterns for
Louisiana with actual unloads from other producing areas. This sec-
tion is concerned with optimum shipping patterns for each producing
area, assuming that all areas changed toward an optimum simultaneous-
ly. At this point it seems appropriate to point out the possibility of
results for a given producing area which, at first, may seem contradic-
tory with an adjustment toward an optimum shipping pattern. That is,
a given producing area may show less net revenue with an optimum
shipping pattern than before. This is possible when the gain obtained
by moving to an optimum pattern is more than offset by competitive
forces generated by other areas simultaneously adjusting to an optimum
pattern. Even though it would appear to result in lost revenue, the opti-
17
mum shipping pattern would be the best that the area could achieve
when all areas shift to an optimum. Under these circumstances any other
shipping pattern would result in still less revenue for the producing
area.
Shipments of sweet potatoes from all producing areas to 21 major
consuming centers totaled 12,765 carlot equivalents for the period Au-
gust 1958 through April 1959. The wholesale value of this quantity at
the market totaled $23,968,343. Cost of transporting the 12,765^ carlots
from producing areas to consuming centers amounted to $2,176,900.
Consequently, the net revenue to producing areas was $21,971,443
(Table 6)
.
If optimum shipping patterns had been followed, the resulting net
revenue to the industry would have been $22,434,856 (Table 6) . This
represents an increase of 3 percent, or $643,413, over the net revenue
derived from actual unloads. Optimum shipping patterns for the in-
dustry would have resulted in gains to some areas and losses to others.
Changes in net revenue to individual producing areas would have
ranged from an increase of $316,162 for New Jersey to a decrease of
$520,835 for California (see Table 6). The major sweet potato pro-
TABLE 6.-Net Revenues to Producing Areas for Existing Supplies of Sweet Potatoes
Under Actual and Optimum Shipping Patterns for the Industry, 1958-59 Marketing
Season
Producing area
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Mississippi
Missouri
New Jersey
New Mexico
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Shipping pattern
Actual
1,016,968
196,064
16,756
4,747,363
10,682
2,440
684,860
3,690
13,776
17,500
136,616
3,736
5,128,402
1,021,374
232,985
148,307
3,532,884
79,153
1,664,131
135,699
97,303
1,277,659
1,623,095
Optimum
Net change from
actual to optimum
Dollars
1,158,723
216,769
15,912
4,226,528
13,424
3,320
714,204
3,550
14,034
14,474
124,310
3,590
5,154,293
1,164,281
302,129
158,540
3,849,046
92,112
1,770,607
147,964
102,552
1.340,086
1,844,408
141,755
20,705
- 844
-520,835
2,742
880
29,344
140
258
- 3,026
- 12,306
146
25,891
142,907
69,144
10,233
316,162
12,959
106,476
12,265
5,249
62,427
221,313
Percent
13.9
10.6
_ 5.0
-11.0
25.7
36.1
4.3
- 3.8
1.9
-17.3
- 9.0
- 3.9
.5
14.0
29.7
6.9
8.9
16.4
6.4
9.0
5.4
4.9
13.6
Total 21,791,443 22,434,856 643,413 3.0
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ducing states, except California, would have benefited from optimum
shipping patterns for the industry.
Changing from actual to optimum shipping patterns for all pro-
ducing areas in 1958-59 would have called for increased volumes in
some consuming centers and decreased volumes in others (Table 7)
.
For some of the major consuming centers, such as Chicago and New
York City, unloads would have remained approximately unchanged.
Changes in pattern of shipments and net prices per carlot for in-
dividual states are presented in Appendix C, Tables 26 through 71.
Generally, producing areas would have supplied all or most of the
volume to consuming centers located within the state. Any remaining
supplies would have been shipped to out-of-state markets.
Shipments from Louisiana would have been altered somewhat under
situation 3. With all areas moving to an optimum shipping pattern,
the best markets for Louisiana sweet potatoes would have included
Los Angeles, Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul, New Orleans, and St.
Louis. Although Louisiana shipments would have been made to other
destinations, the above named centers would have received most of the
shipments originating in the state. A change to the optimum pattern
TABLE 7.—Unloads of Existing Supplies of Sweet Potatoes at 22 Consuming Centers
Under Actual and Optimum Shipping Patterns for the Industry, 1958-59 Marketing
Season
Shipping pattern
Consuming center
xA.ctual Optimum
Unloads
(carlot equivalents)
Atlanta 723 689
Baltimore 607
Birmingham 695 573
Boston 412 50
Chicago 1,091 1,080
Cincinnati 304 287
Cleveland 462 500
Dallas-Fort Worth 489 467
Denver 211 378
Detroit 499 590
Kansas City 201 232
Los Angeles 1,423 1,647
Louisville 107 123
Minneapolis-St. Paul 124 508
New Orleans 399 324
New York-Newark 2,007 1,864
Philadelphia 1,156 518
Pittsburgh 499 515
Portland 150 563
St. Louis 356 313
San Francisco-Oakland 533 1,314
Washington, D. C. 317 230
Total 12,765 12,765
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would have involved a shift of Louisiana shipments from northeastern
markets to western markets, particularly Los Angeles.
Consuming centers in the northeast would have been supplied from
producing areas in the middle eastern section of the country. Maryland
and Virginia would have allocated the bulk of their shipments to New
York City. New Jersey also would have shipped a substantial quantity
of sweet potatoes to New York City, but would have supplied all of the
unloads in Philadelphia and Boston, and most of those in Pittsburgh.
Washington, D.C., would have been supplied primarily by North Caro-
lina and Virginia.
Consuming centers in the north central and midwestern sections
of the country generally are not near any particular area of production.
Under optimum shipping patterns these consuming centers would have
been supplied from several producing areas. However, each individual
consuming center would have been supplied primarily by shippers in
one or two producing areas. Cincinnati and Louisville would have been
supplied principally by North Carolina; Cleveland and Detroit by New
TABLE 8.—Effect of a 50 Percent Increase in Louisiana Sweet Potato Shipments on
Net Revenue to Specified Producing Areas, With Optimum Shipping Patterns for
the Industry, 1958-59 Marketing Season
Net revenue Change in net
Producing
area
With
existing
supplies
With increased
supplies from
Louisiana
revenue when
Louisiana supplies
are increased
Dollars
Alabama 1,158,723 1,111,013 - 47,710
Arizona 216,769 204,625 - 12,144
Arkansas 15,912 15,045 867
California 4,226,528 4,039,784 - 186,744
Delaware 13,424 12,930 494
Florida 3,320 3,114 206
Georgia 714,204 683,826 - 30,378
Illinois 3,550 3,310 240
Indiana 14,034 13,260 774
Iowa 14,474 13,682 792
Kansas 124,310 117,320 - 6,990
Kentucky 3,590 3,314 276
Louisiana 5,154,293 7,245,689 2,091,396
Maryland 1,164,281 1,122,332 - 41,949
Mississippi 302,129 293,285 _ 8,844
Missouri 158,540 149,330 - 9,210
New Jersey 3,849,046 3,700,372 - 148,674
New Mexico 92,112 87,144 - 4,968
North Carolina 1.770,607 1,703,449 - 67,158
South Carolina 147,964 140,966 - 6,998
Tennessee 102,552 96,698 - 5,854
Texas 1,340,086 1,264,372 - 75,714
Virginia 1,844,408 1,788,798 - 55,610
Total 22,434,856 23,813,658 1,378,802
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Jersey; and Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul, St. Louis, and Kansas City
by Louisiana.
Western consuming centers would have been supplied primarily
by California, Texas, and Louisiana. However, all of Mississippi's out-
of-state shipments would have been sent to Portland, and all of the
shipments from New Mexico and Arizona would have gone to Los An-
geles. California would have been the principal supplier in Portland
and the only supplier in San Francisco-Oakland. Denver would have
been supplied mainly from Texas and Louisiana, and Los Angeles by
Louisiana, Texas, and California.
Situation 4. Optimum allocations of increased supplies from Louisiana
and existing supplies from other producing areas
This situation was based upon the assumption that sweet potato
shipments from Louisiana were 50 percent larger than the volume
TABLE 9.—Effect of a 50 Percent Increase in Louisiana Sweet Potato Shipments on
Optimum Shipping Patterns for the Industry, 1958-59 Marketing Season
Optimum unloads from areas Optimum unloads
ansuming other than Louisiana from Louisiana
center Before increase After increase Before increase After increase
in Louisiana in Louisiana in Louisiana in Louisiana
shipments shipments shipments shipments
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 689 713 14
Baltimore
Birmingham 565 454 8 160
Boston 50 176
Chicago 360 81 720 1,103
Cincinnati 271 257 16 50
Cleveland 500 510 2
Dallas-Fort Worth 467 515 a »
Denver 207 230 171 287
Detroit 590 548 80
Kansas City 68 18 164 243
Los Angeles 646 516 1,001 1,276
Louisville 107 55 16 88
Minneapolis-St. Paul 14 38 494 572
New Orleans 324 368
New York-Newark 1,864 1,990
Philadelphia 518 642
Pittsburgh 515 533
Portland 563 577 84
St. Louis 127 41 186 301
San Francisco 1,314 1,412 20
Washington, D. C. 230 359
Total 9,665 9,665 3,100 4,648
''Louisiana sweet potatoes were restricted from the Dallas-Fort Worth market
because of quarantine regulations against entry of this product from weevil infested
areas.
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shipped from the state during the period August 1958 through April
1959. The analysis was concerned with optimum shipping patterns for
the industry, with the increased supplies from Louisiana and the actual
supplies from other producing areas. With the increased supplies from
Louisiana, unloads from all areas would have totaled 14,313 carlot
equivalents for the period specified. Optimum distribution of this vol-
ume would have increased net revenue to the industry by 6.1 percent,
or 11,378,802 (Table 8). The increase in supplies would have resulted
in lower prices in each market and thus lower net revenue for all states
except Louisiana. Obviously, Louisiana shippers would have benefited
considerably from the increased supplies under this situation. Although
there would have been a reduction in price per carlot, net revenue to
Louisiana shippers would have increased to $7,245,689.^^ This would
have represented an increase of more than 40 percent over the net
revenue from an optimum allocation of actual supplies (see Table 8)
.
An increase in shipments from Louisiana would have increased the
volume of unloads in consuming centers. The new optimum would
have called for Louisiana shipments to five additional cities (Table 9)
However, increased shipments from Louisiana would not have altered
appreciably the optimum shipping patterns for most of the other pro-
ducing states.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Changes in the s^eet potato industry have had a major impact on
the competitive positions of sellers in different producing areas. Farm-
ers, shippers, and others inevitably face the problem of adjusting to
changes of this nature. The most profitable solution to this adjustment
problem requires a complex of economic information, much of which
is not readily available to sellers. Moreover, a procedure is lacking for
making effective use of such information in determining needed adjust-
rnents.
The purpose of this study was to provide sweet potato shippers with
information needed to achieve the most profitable allocation of supplies
among major consuming centers. The specific objective was to indicate
needed adjustments in shipping patterns by comparing net receipts
from the actual and from an optimum allocation of sweet potatoes from
each producing area to major consuming centers for a recent period. In
carrying out this objective it was intended that the study also serve to
illustrate a procedure which may be used for guiding adjustments to
future changes in the industry. Primary emphasis is placed upon the
i7lt should be emphasized that net revenue for the present study means gross
revenue less transportation costs only. Lower prices resulting from increased supplies
from Louisiana were not considered in relation to production and packing shed costs,
for example.
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Louisiana industry; however, information is provided for all commercial
producing areas.
The 1958-59 marketing season was selected as the period for study.
Basic information used in the analysis included estimates of (1) demand
functions in major consuming centers, (2) sweet potato supplies in
commercial producing areas, and (3) costs of transporting supplies
from each producing area to all consuming centers. This information
was analyzed by means of the reactive program_ming technique to deter-
mine the most profitable shipping patterns.
Louisiana's sweet potato shipments to selected markets during August
1958 through April 1959 resulted in a net revenue (gross receipts less
transportation costs) of S5, 128,402. An optimum allocation of Louisiana
shipments among major consuming centers, with existing allocations
from other producing areas, would have increased the state's net revenue
by 5567,913, or S184 per carlot.
Sweet potato shipments from all states during the 1958-59 season
resulted in a net revenue of $21,791,443. An optimum allocation of
supplies from_ all states would have increased net revenue to the industry
by S643,413. The change would have affected individual states different-
ly. Changes in net revenue v.-ould have ranged from an increase of
5316,162 for New Jersey to a decrease of 5520,835 for California. Lou-
isiana's net revenue under this situation would have increased by |25,-
891.
An optimum allocation of 50 percent larger shipments of sweet
potatoes from_ Louisiana, with existing allocations from other producing
areas, would have yielded the state a net revenue of 57,722,183. This
represents an increase of m^ore than 35 percent over the revenue obtain-
able with an optimum allocation of actual supplies.
An optimum allocation of shipm.ents from all states, with a 50 per-
cent increase in Louisiana supplies, would have increased net revenue
to the industry by 6.1 percent over the optimum allocation of existing
supplies. The increase in supplv would have resulted in lower prices in
each market, and thus lower net revenue for all states except Louisiana.
Net revenue to Louisiana shippers w^ould have increased to 57,245,689.
Best markets for Louisiana sweet potatoes during the 1958-59 market-
ing season would have been similar with each supply situation studied
but would have varied according to time periods within the season.
Best shipping patterns would have involved more consuming centers
during midseason than at the beginning or end,
Under optimum shipping patterns Louisiana would have maintained
shipments to central and midwestern markets. However, some supplies
would have been shifted from eastern to western markets. Best markets
for Louisiana sweet potatoes would have been Los Angeles, Chicago,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, New Orleans, and St. Louis. Other markets of
importance to Louisiana shippers would have included Denver, Kansas
City, Birmingham, Portland, Cincinnati, and Cleveland.
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In general, with optimum shipping patterns for the industry, north-
eastern markets would have been supplied principally by middle eastern
producing areas, southern markets by their respective states, north
central and midwestern markets by several areas, but primarily by Lou-
isiana, and western markets by California, Texas, and Louisiana.
The results of this study provide sweet potato growers and shippers
with an indication of currently needed adjustments in the industry. It
should be remembered that the results were obtained under the as-
sumption of perfect competition and for marketing conditions existing
during the 1958-59 shipping season. Significant departures from perfect
competition, or changes in marketing conditions (demand, transporta-
tion rates, etc.) may call for somewhat different results. For instance,
product differentiation could change the optimum distribution pattern.
If the Louisiana industry is successful in differentiating its sweet
potatoes from those of other states, this would mean some degree of
freedom from competition in selling. Any price premiums resulting
from product differentiation would tend to offset any transfer cost dis-
advantages. For example, if buyers in New York City have a preference
for Louisiana sweet potatoes and the preference is such that Louisiana
shippers could command a price premium, they might compete success-
fully with middle eastern producing areas in supplying this market.
Otherwise, their competitive position in this market is relatively un-
favorable.
The study provides a procedure for guiding adjustments to future
changes in the industry. The basic information utilized in determining
the most profitable allocation of supplies for the 1958-59 season may
be expected to change. Relative changes in demand conditions, trans-
portation costs, and competing supplies would affect the optimum ship-
ping pattern for Louisiana supplies. However, this would not alter
the usefulness of the model for guiding adjustments to these changes in
the future. Estimates of change can he made on a current basis. With
such estimates the most profitable allocation of sweet potatoes could be
computed rapidly on high speed computers. Thus, shippers could be
provided with these guides on a current and continuing basis.
Louisiana holds a favorable competitive position in selling sweet
potatoes. Shippers of the state stood to gain under all situations exam-
ined in the study. However, if they are to maintain or improve this
competitive position they must keep abreast of changes in the industry
and make adjustments accordingly.
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APPENDIX A
DEMAND FOR SWEET POTATOES
Both the aggregate market approach and the individual market
approach were considered for an analysis of the demand for sweet
potatoes. The aggregate approach would \ield a single demand func-
tion for all markets. This approach, however, failed to vield a logical
demand function. Because of geographic differences in consumer re-
action to sweet potatoes, it seemed necessary to make a separate analysis
for each consuming area.
The Statistical Model
Single equation demand functions were estimated for seven of the
major markets which were considered representative of the different
geographical marketing areas of the United States. These markets in-
cluded Chicago, New York Citv, St. Louis, New Orleans, Cleveland,
Detroit, and San Francisco. Demand estimates for these markets were
applied to surrounding markets but were adjusted to the market on
the basis of the price. quantit\, and income situation in the respective
city.
The multiple regression technique ^\'^s used in estimating the de-
mand functions. This least squares approach is useful in showing what
normal average relationships exist between sets of variables.
Several variables that appeared to be consistent with theorv were
tried in the first analvsis. \'ariables maintained in the final analysis
were either accepted or rejected on the basis of statistical significance
and intuitive judgement. If high correlation existed between two inde-
pendent variables, one of the variables was eliminated from the re-
gression. The presence of intercorrelation not only reduced the statist-
ical significance of the demand coefficients but also affected the size of
the coefficients.
Data for the analvsis were compiled on a monthly basis for the
vears 1954 through 1959. Monthlv observations appeared to be feasible
in light of the nature of the product. Preliminary graphic analysis of
price-quantity data for each market depicted differences in seasonal
demand. Distinct levels of demand were noted, with each level appear-
ing to have similar slope. The price-quantitv observations tended to
group together in three distinct levels for most of the markets. One
level consisted of observations for six months of the marketing season-
September, October, January. Februarv, March, and April. Another
level was indicated by observations for November and December. A third
level consisted of August observations. The remaining three months-
May, June, and July—were eliminated from this analysis. Accurate re-
lationships for these three months could not be established because of
25
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the limited shipments during this period. For ease of discussion, the
August period, the six-month period, and the two-month period will
be referred to as marketing periods 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Although demand was greatest in marketing period 3 and least
during marketing period 1, the price-quantity slopes for all three
periods were similar. With this situation a seasonal code variable was
incorporated into the analysis to permit the aggregation of the sea-
sonal demand equations into a single equation per market.
The data were subjected to both linear and non-linear techniques
to determine which analysis would yield the best fit. Transformation of
the data into logarithms and squares did not increase the closeness of
fit. Therefore, the statistical model takes the linear form of:
(1) Y, = a + b,X,i
-f b.X^i + h,X,, + b,X,i
In this equation Yj is wholesale price in dollars per carlot equivalent in
consuming center i,^ a denotes the Y intercept, is quantity in carlot
unloads in consuming center i,^ Xgi is per capita disposable income,^
Xgi and X4i are seasonal code variables for consuming center i, and bi,
bg, bg, and b^ are the respective regression coefficients.
Empirical Demand Functions
Individual Markets
The demand functions for individual consuming centers are de-
rived from the estimating equation developed in the preceding section.
Appendix Table 3 shows the estimated regression coefficients, their
APPENDIX TABLE 2.-Metropolitaii Per Capita Disposable Income for Specified
Consuming Centers, 1954-59
Consuming center 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
Dollars
Atlanta 1.736 1.747 1,867 1,832 1,769 1.898
Baltimore 1,526 1,593 1,669 1.825 1,823 1,893
Birmingham 1,431 1,452 1.578 1,624 1,599 1,706
Boston 1,744 1,830 1.943 1,987 2,088 2.213
Chicago 2,090 2,175 2,305 2,315 2,279 2.473
Cincinnati 1,797 1,852 1.919 1,931 1.890 2,003
Cleveland 2,112 2,225 2,310 2,280 2,208 2,321
Dallas 1,976 1.901 1,990 1,957 1.897 1,884
Denver 1,754 1.721 1,796 1,899 1.957 2,080
Detroit 1,949 2,099 2.095 2,107 2.008 2,175
Kansas City 1,875 1,936 2,012 2,030 2.040 2,188
Los Angeles
Louisville
1,886 1.989 2,110 2,206 2,176 2,312
1.665 1.654 1.710 1.729 1,644 1,745
Minneapolis 1,773 1,893 1,937 1.974 1,917 2,041
New Orleans 1,539 1,520 1,606 1.648 1,652 1,732
New York City 1,975 2.050 2,135 2,288 2,283 2,402
Philadelphia 1,804 1.888 1,985 1,992 1,997 2,102
Pittsburgh
Portland
1,690 1,731 1,813 1,842 1,851 1,960
1,699 1.656 1.724 1,705 1,759 1,904
St. Louis 1,796 1,814 1.900 1,962 1.905 2,046
San Francisco 2,069 2.180 2.318 2,373 2.345 2,528
Washington, D. C. 2,156 2,208 2,265 2,304 2.212 2,361
Source: "Summary of Data for Metropolitan County Areas," Sales-Management — Survey of
Buying Power, 1954-59.
iSee Appendix Table 1.
2See Appendix Table 2.
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significance, and corresponding standard errors for the 1954-59 period.
The quantity coefficient established the slope of demand, but the level
is adjusted to conditions existing in the 1958-59 marketing season.
The a is the constant term in the equation. It represents the price at
which no sweet potatoes would be purchased. The b's represent the rate
of change of the dependent variable per unit change in each independent
variable when the other independent variables are held constant. Ap-
parently, the unloads of sweet potatoes and per capita disposable in-
come are negatively related to the wholesale price of sweet potatoes,
whereas the seasons are positively related to price. With the exception
of the income variable, these same relationships are true for all the
markets. Disposable income is positively related to price in the New
York, Los Angeles, and New Orleans consuming centers.
As expected, the analysis shows that the wholesale price for a given
quantity of sweet potatoes is higher in marketing period 3 for some con-
suming centers. This period includes the Thanksgiving and Christmas
holidays. A large number of consumers buy sweet potatoes as a special
food for these holidays.
In order to estimate the price associated with varying quantities,
the Y intercept for each consuming center must be adjusted by the
relevant variables — income and season. This reduces the demand func-
tion to the following equation:
(2) Y, = A + b,X,„
where Yj, b, and denote the same values as defined in equation
(1) . A is defined as: A z= a
-f b2X2i + bgXgi -f b4X4i where the symbols
denote the same as in equation (1) . Estimates for the demand equations
for individual consuming centers are computed for each marketing
period for the 1958-59 season. (See Appendix Tables 4, 5, and 6.)
APPENDIX TABLE 4.—Coefficients for Demand Functions for Specified Consuming
Centers, Marketing Period 1, 1958-59 Season
Consuming
center
A
value
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
3,312
1,971
3,798
2,075
2,624
2,609
2,923
3,307
3,607
2,691
2,616
3,303
2.741
2,412
2,238
2.210
2,157
3,098
3,026
2,747
3,689
2,885
Unload
coefficient
-17.14483
- 3.90202
-17.14483
- 3.90202
- 7.76365
-30.43288
-30.43288
-17.14483
- 6.50210
-14.33089
-80.05736
- 6.50210
-30.05736
- 7.76365
-17.14483
- 3.90202
- 3.90202
-30.43288
- 6.50210
-30.05736
- 6.50210
- 3.90202
30
-\PPEXDIX TABLE 5.—Coefficients for Demand Functions for Specified Coniuming
Centers. Marketing Period 2,. 1958-59 Season
\ Un'oad
^
^"^^ L.U C L 1i V. C i-l L
Atlanta 3.143 -17.144S3
Baltimore 1,561 - 3.90202
Birmingham 2.935 -17.144S3
Boston 1,793 - 3.90202
Chicago 2.6S4 - 7.76365
Cincinnati 2.713 -30.43288
Cleveland 3:436 -30.43288
Dalias-Ft. Worth 2,625 -17.14453
Denver 2,058 - 6.50210
Detroit 2,764 -14,33089
Kansas Citv 2,654 -30.05736
Los Angeles
Louisv-ille
3,236 - 6.50210
2,195 -30.05736
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,354 - 7.76365
New Orleans 2,319 -17.14483
New York-Newark 2,542 - 3.90202
Philadelphia 1,918 - 3.90202
Pittsburgh 3,463 -30.43288
Portland 2.645 - 6.50210
St. Louis 2.806 -30.05736
San Francisco-Oakland 3.016 - 6,50210
Washington, D. C. 1,"34 - 3,90202
APPENDIX TABLE 6.—Coefficients for Demand Eiinctions for Specified ConsimiirLg
Centers, Marketing Period 3. 1958-59 Season
Consuming A Unload
center value coefficient
Atlanta 3,244 -1". 14483
Baltimore 1,719 - 3.90202
Birmingham 2,554 -17.14483
Boston 1,939 - 3.90202
Chicago 3,646 - 7.76365
Cincinnati 3,514 -30.43288
Cleveland 4,415 -30.43283
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,882 -17.14483
Denver 2,416 - 6.50210
Detroit 3,319 -14.33089
Kansas City 2,979 -30.05736
Los .Angeles 3,827 - 6.50210
Louisville 2,496 -30.05736
Minneapolis-5t, Paul 2.706 - /./6365
New Orleans 2,692 -17.14453
New York-Newark 3,201 - 3.90202
Philadelphia 2,274
4,405
- 3.90202
Pittsburgh
-30.43258
Portland 2,665 - 6.50210
St, Louis 3,53S -30.05736
San Francisco-Oakland 3,14S - 6.50210
Washington, D. C. 2,060 - 3.90202
Statistical Test for Combining Markets
As Stated earlier, the aggregate market approach tailed to yield a
logical demand function. A further analvsis was made to see if the
demand functions computed for the individual markets could be com-
bined into a single demand function appropriate tor all markets.
Two statistical tests were made i Appendix Table 7) . In one analv-
sis a test was made to see if one regression of the usual form could be
fitted to all obserA'ations. In makins; this test it ^\-as necessarv to com-
pute i 1) the mean square of the difference in the sum of squares of
deviations from regression of all obsen-ations and the sum of squares
of pooled deviations for each market, and . 2 ) the mean square of the
pooled sum of squares. Calculation of an F value equal to 4,72 with 20
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and 229 degrees o£ freedom (Test 1, Appendix Table 7) indicated that
one regression of the usual form could not be fitted to all observations.
A second test was made to see if the regression coefficient for each
market would estimate the same population regression coefficient. In
other words would the slope of the demand curves in the different
markets be the same? If so, the same regression coefficients could be
used for all markets. To solve this test it was necessary to compute (1)
the mean square of the difference in the sum of squares of deviations
from a regression fitted to the pooled sum of squares and the sums of
cross products for each of the markets, (2) the pooled sum of squares
of deviations from regression fitted to the data for each market, and
(3) the mean squares of the latter surd of squares. Calculation of an F
value equal to 4.79 with 16 and 229 degrees of freedom (Test 2, Ap-
pendix Table 7) indicated that the same regression coefficients could
not be used for the independent variables.
APPENDIX TABLE 7.—Calculation of Mean Squares Required for Testing Hypoth-
eses Regarding Regression in Groupsi
Source of
variation
Degrees of
freedom
Sum of
squares
Mean
squares
F
value
Total
Within
2Sd2
Test 1
Test 2
249
245
229
20
16
150.5592
142.2940
106.6071
43.9521
35.6869
.4655
2.1976
2.2304
4.72**
4.79**
iBased on Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York, and St. Louis consuming centers.
••Significant at the .01 level.
Elasticity of Demand
Elasticity of demand is generally stated as the percentage change
in quantity associated with a 1 percent change in price. If the elasticity
is less than unity (so that a given percentage change in price results
in a smaller percentage change in quantity) , the demand is inelastic.
When the percentage change in price results in a greater percentage
change in consumption, the demand is elastic. When proportionate
changes occur, unitary elasticity exists.
Shepherd^ states that valid estimates of elasticity of demand may be
obtained by use of a least squares multiple regression analysis for which
price is the dependent variable, and supply and some demand shifters
are used as independent variables. An algebraic transformation must be
made after the equation has been fitted to derive the appropriate co-
efficient of elasticity, since elasticity refers to a percentage change in
quantity associated with a given change in price. The elasticity coefficient
will differ somewhat depending on whether price or quantity is used
as the dependent variable in the regression analysis. Only with a per-
fect r2 by either method will the elasticities be the same.
sGeoffrey S. Shepherd, Agricultural Price Analysis (Fourth Edition; Ames: The
Iowa State College Press, 1957) , p. 147.
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Appendix Table 8 shows the elasticity of demand for sweet potatoes
in several markets as determined in this study. The average elasticity
of these markets is about —2.0. As price is increased by 1 percent, quan-
tity will decrease by 2 percent.
Very few studies have been made concerning the elasticity of de-
mand for sweet potatoes. Fox computed a production price coefficient
of —.74 for sweet potatoes based on yearly data for 1922-41.^ He stated
that the elasticity of market demand may be decidedly different since a
large portion of sweet potatoes produced are used on the farms where
grow^n. Demand at the market level typically will be more elastic than
at the farm level.
APPENDIX TABLE 8.—Elasticity of Demand for Sweet Potatoes in Specified Con-
suming Centers for the 1958-59 Marketing Season^
Consuming Elasticity
center of demand
Chicago -1-94
St. Louis -1-41
Qeveland -1-30
Detroit -2.61
New York City -1.88
New Orleans -2-21
Los Angeles -2-47
^Based. on least squares multiple regression analysis for which price is the dependent variable.
4KarI A. Fox, "Factors Affecting Farm Income, Farm Prices, and Food Consump-
tion." Agricultural Economics Research, III July 1951) , p. 77.
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APPENDIX B
COSTS OF TRANSPORTING SWEET POTATOES
FROM PRODUCING AREAS TO CONSUMING CENTERS
Sweet potatoes from all shipping areas can move to market by either
rail or truck. However, almost all shipments are made by truck.^ There-
fore, transportation costs used in the present study were confined to
truck transportation.
Since rates for shipping sweet potatoes are not regulated by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, they could vary among areas and
from time to time depending on the supply and demand for trucking
services.2 However, rates appear to be relatively stable over time. They
also tend to be uniform both within and between areas.
Shipping rates were obtained from a survey of Louisiana shippers
and truck brokers operating in the Louisiana sweet potato area. Truck
rates from Louisiana to specified consuming centers are presented in
Appendix Table 9. These rates were used in developing a rate model.
APPENDIX TABLE 9.-Motor Transportation Charges for Sweet Potatoes and Ship-
ping Distance from Louisiana to Specified Consuming Centers, 1958-59 Season
Consuming Transportation charge Shipping
center Per crate Per carload^ distance^
Dollars Miles
Chicago .55 275 995
Denver .65 325 1,189
770Louisville .50 250
Boston .90 450 1,673
Detroit .65 325 1,137
Minneapolis-St. Paul .70 350 1,191
729Kansas City .50 250
St. Louis .45 225 753
Cincinnati .55 275 881
Cleveland .65 325 1,126
New York City .80 400 1,451
Pittsburgh .70 350 1,171
Philadelphia .75 373 1,366
^The charges are based on 500 crates per carload.
^The mileage applies to the primary shipping point in the state, Opelousas, Louisiana
It was necessary to estimate rates for those routes used infrequently or
for potential routes where rates were not available. To estimate these
rates, estimating equations were derived from the rates used. Rates for
all routes used in the study were then computed from the estimating
equations.
lOver the years there has been an almost complete shift from rail carriers to
trucks for transporting sweet potatoes. This is attributed primarily to faster service
offered by truckers, less need for rehandling, and greater flexibility in serving markets.
2The Interstate Commerce Act exempts motor carriers of agricultural commod-
ities (including unmanufactured products thereof) from economic regulation by the
Interstate Commerce Commission. Economic regulation includes control over who may
engage in trucking, the routes or areas to be served, and the rates to be charged.
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Estimating Equation
Transportation charges for shipping sweet potatoes from a given
production area to a particular market depend on (1) the rate per
mile and (2) the distance to market. To establish the relationship be-
tween transportation costs and distance, the general equation for trans-
portation rates as a function of distance can be written:
Y = f (X)
,
where Y is transportation cost in dollars and X is the approximate
highway mileage between shipping point and destination. Several forms
of the regression technique were considered but it was found that the
appropriate form of the general equation to use was:
Y = a + h^X„
where Y is the transportation charge in dollars per carlot, a is the Y
intercept, b^ is the regression coefficient, and X^ is the shipping distance
in miles. This equation states that after a constant charge for loading
and other fixed charges are paid, the transportation rate increases at a
constant rate as distance is increased.
The results of the regression analysis gave the following estimates:
Y = 70.23 + .226X,
The estimated b value was significant at the .01 level, and the equation
explained 97.07 percent of the variation in transportation charges.
Interregional Transportation Costs
Unit costs of transportation between selected shipping points and
consuming centers were computed by using the estimating equation
developed in the previous section. These charges, based on 500 crates
per carload, are shown in Appendix Table 10. It was necessary to com-
pute costs from each producing area to all markets analyzed in the
problem.
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APPENDIX TABLE 10.—Estimated Cost of Transportation for Sweet Potatoes, By
Shipping Points and Consuming Centers, 1958-59 Season
Shipping point
Consuming center Ala. Ariz. Ark. Cal. Del. Fla.
Cullman Phoenix El Dorado Atwater Salisbury^ Ft. Pierce
Dollars per carlot equivalent'-
/VL13.I1L3. 105 500 200 635 245 195
B3.Itimorc 260 605 340 700 95 305
Birmingham 85 460 160 600 270 220
Boston 355 690 435 775 170 395
C^Vx cct 210 475 245 550 250 355
Cincinnati 175 500 240 595 210 300
Cleveland 230 545 295 625 175 350
Dallas- Ft. Worth 230 310 135 500 415 355
Denver 370 260 295 335 465 530
Detroit 235 535 290 610 210 360
Kansas City 225 360 190 470 335 375
Los Angeles 535 160 .460 130 700 685
Louisville 150 480 215 595 235 295
Minneapolis-St. Paul 295 470 285 510 345 440
New Orleans 165 420 145 565 355 250
New York-Newark 305 640 385 730 120 345
Philadelphia 285 620 365 715 100 325
Pittsburgh 235 555 305 650 145 330
Portland 660 390 625 235 755 815
St. Louis 175 420 180 530 280 320
San Francisco-Oakland 615 250 540 100 750 760
Washington, D. C. 255 605 335 700 100 295
Shipping point
Consuming center Ga. 111. Ind. lo. Kan. Ky.
Americus Dongola Owensville Muscatine Manhattan Dresden^
Dollars per carlot equivalent
Atlanta 100 180 170 250 280 155
Baltimore 250 270 240 265 340 265
Birmingham 120 170 165 240 260 135
Boston 340 355 320 340 420 355
Chicago 260 155 130 115 210 175
Cincinnati 205 155 125 175 230 155
Cleveland 260 210 180 195 275 210
Dallas-Ft. Worth 255 225 260 260 190 205
Denver 425 300 305 260 185 315
Detroit 265 215 180 175 265 215
Kansas City 285 155 165 145 95 175
Los Angeles 585 530 535 510 410 515
Louisville 200 130 100 175 215 130
Minneapolis-St. Paul 360 230 235 140 200 245
New Orleans 185 205 235 280 290 190
New York-Newark 290 305 275 300 370 305
Philadelphia 270 285 255 285 355 290
Pittsburgh 270 220 190 215 290 220
Portland 716 590 595 530 485 605
St. Louis 235 100 105 120 155 120
San Francisco-Oakland 660 585 590 525 475 595
Washington, D. C. 240 270 240 270 340 260
(Continued)
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APPENDIX TABLE 10.-(Continued)
Shipping point
Consuming center La. Md. Miss. Mo. N. J. N. M.
Opelousas Salisbury- \'ard.aman Manchester Vineland Portales
Dollars per carlot equivalent
Atlanta 210 245 145 200 250 365
Baltimore 355 95 290 260 95 465
Birmingham 175 270 105 190 275 325
Boston 450 170 380 345 145 550
Chicago 275 250 225 140 245 350
Cincinnati 275 210 195 155 210 360
Cleveland S25 175 250 195 170 405
Dallas -Ft. ^Vorth 155 415 155 220 420 175
Denver 325 465 350 265 465 180
Detroit O^D _ i u iDD 190 205 400
Kansas Citv 250 335 205 130 335 235
Los Angeles 485 700 510 495 710 305
Louisville 250 235 170 135 235 355
Minneapolis-5t, Paul 350 345 295 205 340 340
New Orleans 100 355 150 235 360 290
New York-Newark 400 120 330 295 140 500
Philadelphia 375 100 315 275 95 485
Pittsburgh 145 260 210 140 420
Portland 630 755 125 550 750 445
St. Louis 225 2S0 170 75 280 280
San Francisco-Oakland 560 750 590 550 745 395
Washington, D. C. 345 100 2S0 260 105 465
shipping point
Consuming center N. C. S. c. Tenn, Tex. Va.
Benson Kingstree Dresden Tvler Onley
Dollars oer carlo: equivalent
Atlanta 165 140 155 240 220
Baltimore 145 185 265 385 110
Birmingham 205 180 135 200 260
Boston 240 275 355 665 180
Chicago 265 270 175 285 270
Cincinnati 200 210 155 280 220
Cleveland 210 250 210 335 190
Dallas-Ft. ^Vorth 355 330 205 95 405
Denver 470 465 315 275 480
Detroit 235 270 215 330 230
Kansas City 325 320 175 200 360
Los Angeles 685 660 515 420 715
Louisville 205 205 130 255 240
>finneapolis-St. Paul 360 365 245 305 365
New Orleans 300 255 190 165 335
New York-Newark 190 225 305 425 135
Philadelphia 170 230 290 405 115
Pittsburgh ISO 220 220 355 160
Portland 760 755 605 580 770
St. Louis 265 260 120 220 300
San Francisco-Oakland 755 735 595 500 765
Washington, D. C. 140 175 260 375 110
^Salisbur%-, Maryland, was selected as the shipping point for Delaware and Mar>-land.
^These charges are based on 500 crates per carlot and are computed from estimates obtained
from the regression analysis in the preceding section.
^Dresden, Tennessee, was selected as the shipping point for Kentucky and Tennessee.
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APPENDIX C
OPTIMUM SHIPPING PATTERNS FOR
INDIVIDUAL PRODUCING AREAS AND FOR
THE INDUSTRY. BY MARKETING PERIODS
As explained in Appendix A, the analysis indicated distinct and
consistent shifts in demand for sweet potatoes during the marketing
season. One level of demand prevails during August, the beginning of
the shipping season. A second level prevails during the six months of
September, October, January, February, March, and April. A third
level, the highest for the season, exists during the two months of No-
vember and December. Because of lack of sufficient observations, other
months of the shipping season (May, June, and July) were not included
in the analysis. For convenience, the August period, the six-month
period, and the two-month period will be designated respectively as
marketing periods 1, 2, and 3 in the appendix tables to follow.
Results for Louisiana are presented in Appendix Tables 11 through
19. Results for the industry as a whole are presented in Appendix Tables
20 through 25. Results for each individual producing area are pre-
sented in alphabetical order, by states, in Appendix Tables 26 through
71.
APPENDIX TABLE 11.—Results of Actual and Optimum Allocations of Existing
Supplies of Louisiana Sweet Potatoes in 22 Major Markets, With Given Allocations
From Competing Areas, Marketing Period 1, 1958-59 Season
Unloads
Consuming center
Actual, from areas From Louisiana
other than Louisiana Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 43
Baltimore 31
Birmingham 97
Boston 18
43Chicago 2
Cincinnati 9 11
Cleveland 2 16
Dallas- Ft. Worth 15
111Denver 5 6
Detroit 21
Kansas City 9
Los Angeles 85
Louisville 7
Minneapolis-St. Paul 1 1
New Orleans IS
New York-Newark 64 13
Philadelphia 56 6
10Pittsburgh 17
Portland 4
15St. Louis 7
65San Francisco-Oakland 29
Washington, D. C. 10 5
Total unloads 495 176 176
Net revenue to Louisiana shippers $350,568 $442,613
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APPENDIX TABLE 12.-Results of Actual and Optimum Allocations of Existing
Supplies of Louisiana Sweet Potatoes in 22 Major Markets, With Given Allocations
From Competing Areas, Marketing Period 2, 1958-59 Season
Unloads
Consuming center
Actual, from areas From Louisiana
other than Louisiana Actual Optimum
^Lldll La. anA.out
Baltimore rtUo
B irmingham 468
Boston OAR
Cliica.§^o Q(\yu
Cincinnati 102 84 30
Cleveland 72 222 192
Dallas- rt. Wortn 330
Denver 66 60
Detroit 48 270 228
Kansas City 54 84 72
Los Angeles 834 72
Louisville 18 48 18
Minneapolis-St. Paul 24. 48 162
New Orleans 270 156
New York-Newark 1,218 36
Philadelphia 744 12
Pittsburgh 234 84 30
Portland 72 156
St. Louis 96 132 66
San Francisco-Oakland 306 330
Washington, D. C. 216
Total unloads 6,150 1,914 1,914
Net revenue to Louisiana shippers $2,996,460 13,391,038
APPENDIX TABLE 13.-Results of Actual and Optimum Allocations of Existing
Supplies of Louisiana Sweet Potatoes in 22 Major Markets^ With Given Allocations
From Competing Areas, Marketing Period 3, 1958-59 Season
Unloads
Consuming center
Actual, from areas From Louisiana
other than Louisiana Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 176
Baltimore 146 10
Birmingham 128 2
Boston 146 2
Chicago 48 356 346
Cincinnati 56 42 36
Cleveland 40 110 108
Dallas -Ft. Worth 144
Denver 68 6 4
Detroit 12 148 148
Kansas City 32 22 26
Los Angeles
Louisville
504
6 28 20
Minneapolis-St. Paul 26 24 110
New Orleans 116 86
New York-Newark 648 28
Philadelphia 334 4
30Pittsburgh 114 40
Portland 74
St. Louis 34 72 64
San Francisco-Oakland 198 32
Washington, D. C. 86
Total unloads 3,020 1,010 1,010
Net revenue to Louisiana shippers $1,781,374 $1,862,664
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APPENDIX TABLE H.—Results of 50 Percent Increase in Sweet Potato Unloads From
Louisiana, With Given Allocations From Competing Areas, 22 Major Markets,
Marketing Period 1, 1958-59 Season
Unloads
Consuming center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth .
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads
Actual, from areas
other than Louisiana
Optimum allocation from Louisiana
Existing supplies Increased supplies
85
495
Carlot equivalents
111
5
1S3
65
34
176 264
Net revenue to Louisiana shippers $442,613 $625,585
APPENDIX TABLE IS.—Results of 50 Percent Increase in Sweet Potato Unloads From
Louisiana, With Given Allocations From Competing Areas, 22 Major Markets,
Marketing Period 2, 1958-59 Season
Unloads
Consuming center Actual, from areas
other than Louisiana
Optimum allocation from Louisiana
Existing supplies Increased supplies
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisvifle
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
504
408
468
246
90
102
72
880
66
48
54
884
18
24
1,218
744
234
72
96
806
216
Carlot equivalents
402
80
192
228
72
72
18
162
156
80
156
66
880
516
54
222
24
294
102
210
48
276
210
60
294
96
462
Total unloads 6,150 1,914 2,868
Net revenue to Louisiana shippers $3,391,038 $4,653,774
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APPENDIX TABLE 16.-Results of 50 Percent Increase in Sweet Potato Unloads From
Louisiana, With Given Allocations From Competing Areas, 22 Major Markets,
Marketing Period 3, 1958-59 Season
Unloads
Consuming center Actual, from areas
other than Louisiana
Optimum allocation from Louisiana
Existing supplies Increased supplies
Carlot equivalents
Arlanta 176
fialtimore 146
Birmingham 128
3oston 146
S4648
Cincinnati 56 S6
Cleveland 40 108
Dallas- rt. wortn 1 A.A.
Denver 68 4
Detroit 12 148
Kansas City 32 26
Los Angeles 504
Louisville 6 20
Minneapolis-St. Paul 26 110
New Orleans 86
New York-Newark 648
Philadelphia 334
SOPittsburgh 114
Portland 74
64St. Louis 34
San Francisco-Oakland 198 32
Washington, D. C. 86
Total unloads 3,020 1,010
406
50
122
78
182
42
SO
86
170
114
46
58
78
104
.516
Net revenue to Louisiana shippers $1,862,664 $2,442,874
APPENDIX TABLE 17.-E£fect of 50 Percent Increase in Louisiana Sweet Potato
Shipments on Optimum Shipping Patterns for the Industry, Marketing Period 1,
1958-59 Season
Optimum unloads from areas Optimum unloads
Consuming
center
other than Louisiana from Louisiana
Before increase After increase Before increase After increase
in Louisiana in Louisiana in Louisiana in Louisiana
shipments shipments shipments shipments
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 47 49
Baltimore
70Birmingham 75 8
Boston
Chicago 8 9 1
Cincinnati S S
Cleveland 14 14
Dallas-Ft. Worth 87 41
127 158Denver 1
Detroit 12 12
Kansas City
49
S
Los Angeles
Louisville
10 10 74
7 7
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
21Pittsburgh 21
Portland 19 19
St. Louis
.
5 S 5
San Francisco-Oakland 112 112 20
Washington, D. C. 124 125
Total unloads 495 495 176 264
Net revenue to Louisiana
shippers $428,511 $599,961
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APPENDIX TABLE 18.-Effect of 50 Percent Increase in Louisiana Sweet Potato
Shipments on Optimum Shipping Patterns for the Industry, Marketing Period 2,
1958-59 Season
Optimum unloads from areas Optimum unloads
Consuming
center
other than Louisiana from Louisiana
Before increase After increase Before increase After increase
in Louisiana in Louisiana in Louisiana in Louisiana
shipments shipments shipments shipments
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 480 504
Baltimore
Birmingham 414 384 54
Boston 36 114
Chicago 348 72 282 630
Cincinnati 180 192
Cleveland 324 330
Dallas-Ft. Worth 306 336
Denver 120 138 60
Detroit 390 414
Kansas City 36 126 180
Los Angeles 186 138 882 1,014
Louisville 78 48 42
Minneapolis-St. Paul 12 36 312 360
New Orleans 216 246
New York-Newark 1,200 1.278
Philadelphia 306 384
Pittsburgh 330 342
Portland 414 390 84
St. Louis 102 18 96 198
San Francisco-Oakland 882 942
Washington, D. C. 6 90
Total unloads 6,150 6,150 1,914 2,868
Net revenue to Louisiana
shippers $3,052,224 $4,311,144
APPENDIX TABLE 19.-Ef£ect of 50 Percent Increase in Louisiana Sweet Potato
Shipments on Optimum Shipping Patterns for the Industry, Marketing Period 3,
1958-59 Season
Consuming
center
Optimum unloads from areas
other than Louisiana
Optimum unloads
from Louisiana
Before increase
in Louisiana
shipments
After increase
in Louisiana
shipments
Before increase
in Louisiana
shipments
After increase
in Louisiana
shipments
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 162 160 14
Baltimore
Birmingham 76 8 98
Boston 14 62
Chicago 4 438 472
Cincinnati 88 62 16 50
Cleveland 162 166 2
Dallas-Ft. Worth 124 138
Denver 86 92 44 74
Detroit 188 122 80
Kansas City 32 18 38 60
Los Angeles 450 368 70 188
Louisville 22 16 46
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2 2 182 212
New Orleans 108 122
New York-Newark 664 712
Philadelphia 212 258
Pittsburgh 164 170
Portland 130 168
St. Louis 20 20 90 98
San Francisco-Oakland 320 358
Washington, D. C. 100 144
Total unloads 3,020 3,020 1,010 1,516
Net revenue to Louisiana
shippers $1,673,558 $2,334,584
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APPENDIX TABLE 20.—Net Revenue to Producing Areas for Existing Supplies of
Sweet Potatoes Under Actual and Optimum Shipping Patterns for the Industry,
Marketing Period 1, 1958-59 Season
Producing area
Shipping
Actual
pattern
Optimum
Net change from
actual to optimum
Alabama 183 290 216 227 32,937 18.0
Arizona 28*690 24831 - 3,859 -13.5
Arkansas ^ 940 2 538 - 702 -21.7
California 0 10 fO 1 D 320*432 7,057 2.3
Georgia - 1,736 - 2.2
Louisiana Od\j,dOo 77,943 22.2
^^aryland 41 940 50 877 8,937 21.3
Mississippi
Missouri
38',223 52!763 14,540 38.0
6,033 7,566 1,533 25.4
New Jersey
New Mexico
1,770 2,314 544 30.7
2,875 2,614 - 261 - 9.1
North Carolina 27,429 32,729 5,300 19.3
South Carolina 12,391 11,830 - 561 - 4.5
Tennessee 8,011 9,864 1,853 23.1
Texas 49,641 46,404 - 3,237 - 6.5
Virginia 304,847 378,376 73,529 24.1
Total 1,451,063 1,664,880 213,817 14.7
APPENDIX TABLE 21—Net Revenue to Producing Areas for Existing Supplies of
Sweet Potatoes Under Actual and Optimum Shipping Patterns for the Industry,
Marketing Period 2, 1958-59 Season
Producing area
Shipping
Actual
pattern
Optimum
Net change from
actual to optimum
Alabama 684,078 750,072 65,994 9.6
20.3Arizona 47,856 57,570 9.714
Arkansas 9.756 9,900 144 1.5
California 2,753,880 2,340,552 -413,328 -15.0
Delaware 7,158 9,852 2,694 37.6
Georgia 432,810 451,170 18,360 4.2
Indiana 9,870 10,434 564 5.7
Iowa 12,756 10,770 - 1,986 -15.6
Kansas 78,456 73,350 - 5,106 - 6.5
Louisiana 2.996,460 3,052,224 55,764 1.9
Maryland
Mississippi
695,334 788,352 93,018 13.4
163,236 211,242 48,006 29.4
Missouri 104,874 114,774 9,900 9.4
New Jersey 2,137,968 2,364,144 226,176 10.6
New Mexico 55,656 63,864 8,208 14.7
North Carolina 1,082,490 1,162.932 80,442 7.4
South Carolina 78,204 88,074 9,870 12.6
Tennessee 68,070 71,148 3,078 4.5
Texas 850,068 894,258 44,190 5.2
Virginia 933,210 1,044,534 111,324 11.9
Total 13,202,190 13,569,216 367,026 2.8
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APPENDIX TABLE 22 —Net Revenue to Producing Areas for Existing Supplies of
Sweet Potatoes Under Actual and Optimum Shipping Patterns for the Industry,
Marketing Period 3, 1958-59 Season
Producing area
Shipping pattern Net change from
Actual Optimum actual to optimum
— Dollars — — Percent
Alabama 1 no A ciA 42,824 28.6
Arizona 1 19,518 134,3oo 14,850 12.4
Arkansas 9 Ian 9 ±1^3,4/4 286 - 7.6
California 1 RQn 1 no 1,305,£)44 -114,564 - 6.8
Delaware 9 K'79 48 1.4
Florida 0 AAfl 9 9on 880 36.1
Georgia 173,310 1 oD,U3(J 12,720 7.3
Illinois 9 nan3,DyU 9 KKn 140 - 3.8
Indiana 3,906 3,600 306 - 7.8
Iowa 't, /44 9 '1(\A3,/U4 - 1,040 -21.9
Kansas KQ 1 Rf\Oo,1dU ou,you - 7,200 -12.4
Kentucky 9 ^9<:3,73d 3,590 146 - 3.9
Louisiana 1,701,374 1 ,073,55o -107,816 - 6.1
Maryland 284 100 325,052 40,952 14.4
Mississippi 31 ',526 38', 124 6,598 20.9
Missouri 37,400 36,200 - 1,200 - 3.2
New Jersey 1,393,146 1,482,588 89,442 6.4
New Mexico 20,622 25,634 5,012 24.3
North Carolina 554,212 574,946 20,734 3.7
South Carolina 45,104 48,060 2,956 6.6
Tennessee 21,222 21,540 318 1.5
Texas 377,950 399,424 21,474 5.7
Virginia 385,038 421,498 36,460 9.5
Total 7,138,190 7,200,760 62,570 .9
APPENDIX TABLE 23.-Effect of 50 Percent Increase in Louisiana Sweet Potato
Shipments on Net Revenue to Specified Producing Areas, With Optimum Shipping
Patterns for the Industry, Marketing Period 1, 1958-59 Season
Producing
area
With
existing
supplies
Net revenue
With increased
supplies from
Louisiana
Change in net
revenue when
Louisiana supplies
are increased
Dollars
Alabama 216,227 211,419 - 4,808
Arizona 24,831 23,373 - 1,458
Arkansas 2,538 2,469 - 69
California 320,432 305,872 -14,560
Georgia 77,004 75,904 - 1,100
Louisiana 428,511 599,961 171,450
Maryland 50,877 50,708 - 169
Mississippi 52.763 52,763 0
Missouri 7.566 7,296 - 270
New Jersey 2.314 2,314 0
New Mexico 2,614 2,452 — - 162
North Carolina 32,729 32,355 - 374
South Carolina 11,830 11,660 - 170
Tennessee 9,864 9,596 - 268
Texas 46,404 45,162 - 1,242
Virginia 378,376 377,880 - 496
Total 1,664,880 1,811,184 146,304
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APPENDIX TABLE 24 —Effect of 50 Percent Increase in Louisiana Sweet Potato
Shipments on Net Revenue to Specified Producing Areas, With Optimum Shipping
Patterns for the Industry, Marketing Period 2, 1958-59 Season
Change in net
Producing
area
With
existing
supplies
With increased
supplies from
Louisiana
revenue when
Louisiana supplies
are increased
Dollars
Alabama 750,072 719,100 30,972
Arizona 57,570 54,840 2,730
Arkansas 9,900 9,342 558
California 2,340,552 2,262,882 77,670
Delaware 9,852 9,546 306
Georgia 451,170 432,810 18,360
Indiana 10,434 9,876 558
Iowa 10,770 10,212 558
Kansas 73,350 69,636 3,714
Louisiana 3,052,224 4,311,144 1.258.920
Maryland 788,352 763,680 24,672
Mississippi 211,242 204,612 6,630
Missouri 114,774 108,234 6,540
New Jersey 2,364,144 2,294,466 69,678
New Mexico 63,864 60,696 3,168
North Carolina 1,162,932 1,117,740 45,192
South Carolina 88,074 84,402 3,672
Tennessee 71,148 67,242 3,906
Texas 894,258 847,392 46,866
Virginia 1,044,534 1,011,792 32,742
Total 13,569,216 14,449,644 880,428
APPENDIX TABLE 25.-Effect of 50 Percent Increase in Louisiana Sweet Potato
Shipments on Net Revenue to Specified Producing Areas, With Optimiun Shipping
Patterns for the Industry, Marketing Period S, 1958-59 Season
Producing
area
With
existing
supplies
Net revenue
With increased
supplies from"
Louisiana
Change in net
revenue when
Louisiana supplies
are increased
Dollars
Alabama 192,424 180,494 - 11,930
Arizona 134,368 126,412 - 7.956
Arkansas 3,474 3,234 240
California 1,565,544 1,471,030 - 94.514
Delaware 3,572 3,384 188
Florida 3,320 3,114 206
Georgia 186,030 175,112 - 10.918
Illinois 3,550 3,310 240
Indiana 3,600 3,384 216
Iowa 3.704 3,470 - 234
Kansas 50,960 47,684 - 3.276
Kentucky 3,590 3,314 276
Louisiana 1,673,558 2,334,584 661,026
Maryland 325,052 307,944 - 17,108
Mississippi 38,124 35,910 - 2.214
Missouri 36,200 33,800 - 2.400
New Jersey 1,482,588 1,403,592 - 78,996
New Mexico 25,634 23,996 - 1,638
North Carolina 574,946 553,354 - 21,592
South Carolina 48,060 44,904 - 3.156
Tennessee 21,540 19,860 - 1,680
Texas 399,424 371,818 - 27.606
Virginia 421,498 399,126 - 22,372
Total 7,200,760 7,552,830 352,070
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APPENDIX TABLE 26.—Carlot Unloads of Alabama Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revemse Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Nevf Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Carlot equivalents
18 30
75
14
420 414
2
108
Total unloads
Net revenue (dollars)
89 450
188,290 216,227 684,078
450
750,072
110 110
149,600 192,424
*The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 27,-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Alabama Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 8
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,470* 2,401 1,598* 1.666* 1,630* 1.750*
Baltimore 1.590 1,711 1.028 1,301 1,155 1.459
Birmingham 2,050*^ 2.427 1.513* 1,667* 1.355* 1.749*
Boston 1.650 1,720 1.278 1,415 1.295 1,557
Chicago 2,065 2.352 1,643 1,659* 1.868 1,720
Cincinnati 1,825 2,343 1.595* 1,625 1,848 1.756
Cleveland 2,145 2,267 1,715 1,563 1,903 1,720
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,820 2,443* 1.452 1,521 1.418 1,589
Denver 3,165 2,405 1.551 1,558 1.805 1,623
Detroit 2,155 2,284 1,769 1.597 1,938 1,737
Kansas City 2,120 2.391 1.738 1.617 1,942 1,702
Los Angeles 2,215 2.384 1.797 1.544 1.653 1,601
Louisville 2,381 2,381 1.714* 1,654 1,835 1,775
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,101 2.117 1.966 1.640 2.217 1.697
New Orleans 1,850 9,073 1,382 1,537 1.533 1,601
New York-Newark 1,605 1,905 1.421 1,457 1.577 1,601
Philadelphia 1,630 1,872 1,141 1,434 1.330 1,575
Pittsburgh 2,041 2,224 1,615 1.554 1.827 1,675
Portland 2,340 2.242 1,907 1,536 1,765 1,583
St. Louis 1,911 2.422 1,489 1,639 1.770 1,710
San Francisco-Oakland 2,885 2,346 2,069 1,445 1.889 1,493
Washington, D. C. 2,571 2,146 1.339 1,475 1.637 1,610
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
•Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Alabama under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 28o~Carlot Uailoads of Arizona Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958=59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Carlot equivalents
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads
Net revenue (dollars)
12
30
28
30
30 30
28,690 24.831 47.856 57,570 119.518 134,368
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 29."Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes t©
Arizona Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center
\ 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,075 2,006 1,203 1,271 1.235 1,355
Baltimore 1,245 1,366 683 956 810 1,114
Birmingham 1,675 2,052 1,138 1,292 980 1,374
Boston 1,315 1,385 943 1,080 960 1,222
Chicago 1,800 2,087 1,378 1,394 1,603 1,455
Cincinnati 1,500 2,018 1,270* 1,300 1,523* 1.431
Cleveland 1,830 1,952 1,400 1,248 1,588 1,405
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,740 2,363 1,372 1,441 1.338 1.509
Denver 3,275* 2,515 1,661* 1,668 1.915* 1.733
Detroit 1,855 1,984 1,469 1,297 1.638 1.437
Kansas City 1,985 2,256 1,603* 1,482 1.807* 1.567
Los Angeles 2,590* 2,759* 2,172* 1.919* 2.028* 1,976*
Louisville 2,051 2,051 1,384 1.324 1.505 1,446
Minneapolis-St. Paul 1,926 1,942 1,791 1,465 2,042 1.522
New Orleans 1,595 1,818 1,127 1.282 1.278 1,346
New York-Newark 1,270 1,570 1,086 1,122 1.242 1,266
Philadelphia 1,295 1,537 806 1,099 995 1,240
Pittsburgh 1,721 1,904 1,295 1,234 1.507 1,355
Portland 2,610 2,512 2,177 1,806 2,035* 1,853
St. Louis 1,666 2.177 1,244 1,394 1.525 1,465
San Francisco-Oakland 3,250* 2,711 2.434 1.810 2,254 1.858
Washington, D. C. 2,221 1,796 989 1.125 1,287 1,260
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Arizona under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 30—Carlot Unloads of Arkansas Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads 1 J_ _6 _6 2 2_
Net revenue (dollars) 3,240 2,538 9,756 9,900 3,760 3,474
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 31.—Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Arkansas Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2.375 2,306 1,503 1,571 1,535 1,655
Baltimore 1,510 1,631 948 1,221 1,075 1,379
Birmingham 1,975 2,352 1,438 1,592 1,280 1,674
Boston 1,570 1,640 1,198 1.335 1,215 1.477
Chicago 2,030 2,317 1,608 1,624 1,833 1,685
Cincinnati 1,760 2.278 1.530 1,560 1.783 1.691
Cleveland 2,080 2,202 1.650 1,498 1.838 1.655
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,915 2,538* 1.547 1,616 1,513 1,684
Denver 3,240* 2,480 1,626* 1,633 1,880* 1.698
Detroit 2,100 2,229 1,714 1,542 1,833 1,682
Kansas City 2,155 2.426 1.773 1,652 1,977 1,737*
Los Angeles
Louisville
2,290 2.459 1.872 1.619 1.728 1,676
2,316 2.316 1,649 1.589 1.770 1.710
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,111 2,127 1.976 1.650* 2,227 1.707
New Orleans 1,870 2,093 1,402 1.557 1.553 1.621
New York-Newark 1,525 1,825 1,341 1.377 1,497 1,521
Philadelphia 1,550 1,792 1.061 1.354 1,250 1,495
Pittsburgh 1,971 2,154 1.545 1,484 1.757 1,605
Portland 2,375 2,277 1.942 1.571 1.800 1.618
St. Louis 1,906 2,417 1,484 1,634 1.765 1.705
San Francisco-Oakland 2,960 2,421 2,144 1.520 1.964 1.568
Washington, D. C. 2,491 2,066 1,259 1,395- 1.557 1,530
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Arkansas under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 32—Carlot Unloads of California Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming center
Marketing periods
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas -Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Carlot equivalents
84 828
12
502 348
Portland 3 60 312 68 112
St. Louis
320San Francisco-Oakland 25 112 306 882 198
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads 112 112 1,194 1,194 780 780
Net revenue (dollars) 313,375 320,432 2,753,880 2,340,552 1,680,108 1,565,544
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 33.—Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
California Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1,940 1,871 1,068 1,136 1,100 1,220
Baltimore 1,150 1,271 588 861 715 1,019
Birmingham 1,535 1,912 998 1,152 840 1,234
Boston 1,230 1,300 858 995 875 1,137
Chicago 1,725 2,012 1,303 1,319 1,528 1,380
Cincinnati 1,405 1,923 1,175 1,205 1,428 1,336
Cleveland 1,750 1,872 1,320 1,168 1,508 1,325
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,550 2,173 1,182 1,251 1,148 1,319
Denver 3,200 2,440 1,586 1,593 1,840* 1,658
Detroit 1,780 1,909 1,394 1,222 1,563 1,362
Kansas City 1,875 2,146 1,493 1,372 1,697 1,457
Los Angeles 2,620* 2,789 2,202* 1,949 2,058* 2,006*
Louisville 1,936 1,936 1,269 1,209 1,390 1,330
Minneapolis-St. Paul 1,886 1,902 1,751 1,425 2,002 1,482
New Orleans 1,450 1,673 982 1,137 1,133 1,201
New York-Newark 1,180 1,480 996 1,032 1,152 1,176
Philadelphia 1,200 1,442 711 1,004 900 1,145
Pittsburgh 1,626 1,809 1,200 1,139 1,412 1,260
Portland 2,765* 2,667 2,332* 1,961* 2,190* 2,008*
St. Louis 1,556 2,067 1,134 1,284 1,415 1,355
San Francisco-Oakland 3,400* 2,861* 2,584* 1,960* 2,404* 2,008*
Washington, D. C. 1,180 1,701 894 1,030 1,192 1,165
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
* Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
California under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 34.—Carlot Unloads of Delaware Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore 6
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas -Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark 6 2 2
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads 6 6 2 2
Net revenue (dollars) 7.158 9,852 3,524 3.572
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toivard optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 35.--Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Delaware Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1,458 1,526 1,490 1,610
Baltimore 1,193* 1,466 1,320 1,624
Birmingham 1,328 1,482 1,170 1,564
Boston 1,463 1,600 1,480 1,742
Chicago 1,603 1,619 1,828 1,680
Cincinnati 1,560 1,590 1,813 1,721
Cleveland 1,770 1,618 1,958 1,775
Dallas-Ft. Worth 1,267 1,336 1,233 1.404
Denver 1,456 1,463 1,710 1,528
Detroit 1,794 1.622 1,963 1,762
Kansas City 1.628 1,507 1,832 1,592
Los Angeles 1,632 1.379 1,488 1,436
Louisville 1,629 1,569 1.750 1,690
Minneapolis-St, Paul 1,916 1.590 2,167 1,647
New Orleans 1,192 1,347 1,343 1,411
New York-Newark 1,606 1,642* 1,762* 1,786*
Philadelphia 1,326 1,619 1,515 1,760
Pittsburgh 1,705 1,644 1,917 1,765
Portland 1,812 1,441 1,670 1,488
St. Louis 1,384 1.534 1,665 1,605
San Francisco-Oakland 1,934 1,310 1,754 1,358
Washington. D. C. 1,494 1,630 1.792 1,765
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
•Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Delaware under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 36.—Carlot Unloads of Florida Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Di§tributioiis, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas.Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St= Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads
Net revenue (dollars)
Actual Optimum Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Actual Optimum
2,440 3,320
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 37 -Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Florida Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributionsj by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 S
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1,540 1,660^
Baltimore 1,110 1,414
Birmingham 1,220* 1,614
Boston U55 1,517
Chicago 1,723 1,575
Cincinnati 1,723 1,631
Cleveland 1,783 1,600
Dallas-Ft. Worth 1,293 1,464
Denver 1,645 1,463
Detroit 1,813 1,612
Kansas City 1,792 1.552
Los Angeles 1,503 1,451
Louisville 1.690 1,630
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,072 1.552
New Orleans 1,448 1,516
New York-Newark 1,637 1,561
Philadelphia 1,290 1.535
Pittsburgh 1,732 1,580
Portland 1,610 1,428
St. Louis 1,625 1,565
San Francisco-Oakland 1,744 1.848
Washington, D. C. 1.597 1,570
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all vtq-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns,
•Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Florida under the optimum situation.
APPENDIX TABLE 38.—Carlot Unloads of Georgia Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimum i Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 31 31 270 270 106 106
Baltimore
Birmingham 1
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland 1
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads 32 32 270 270 106 106
Net revenue (dollars) 78.740 77,004 432,810 451,170 173,310 186,030
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 39.—Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Georgia Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,475* 2.406* 1.603* 1,671* 1.635* 1.755*
Baltimore 1.600 1,721 1,038 1,311 1,165 1,469
Birmingham 2,015* 2,392 1,478 1,632 1,320 1.714
Boston 1,665 1,735 1,293 1.430 1,310 1.572
Chicago 2,015 2,302 1,593 1.609 1,818 1,670
Cincinnati 1,795 2,313 1,565 1.595 1,818 1,726
Cleveland 2,115 2.237 1,685 1.533 1,873 1,690
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,795 2.418* 1,427 1.496 1,393 1,564
Denver 3,110 2,350 1,496 1.503 1,750 1,568
Detroit 2,125 2,254 1.739 1,567 1,908 1,707
Kansas City 2,060 2,331 1.678 1.557 1.882 1.642
Los Angeles 2,165 2,334 1.747 1,494 1,603 1.551
Louisville 2,331 2,331 1.664 1,604 1,785 1.725
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,036 2,052 1,901 1,575 2,152 1,632
New Orleans 1,830 2.053 1.362 1,517 1,513 1,581
New York-Newark 1,620 1.920 1.436 1.472 1.592 1,616
Philadelphia 1,645 1,887 1,156 1.449 1,345 1.590
Pittsburgh 2,006 2,189 1.580 1,519 1.792 1.640
Portland 2,285 2,187 1,852 1,481 1.710 1,528
St. Louis 1,851 2,362 1,429 1,579 1.710 1,650
San Francisco-Oakland 2,840 2,301 2,024 1,400 1.844 1,448
Washington, D. C. 2.586 2,161 1,354 1.490 1,652 1,625
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^xhe optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
* Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Georgia under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 40.—Carlot Unloads of Illinois Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 9< o
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Carlot equivalents
2
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis 2
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads 2 2
Net revenue (dollars) 3,690 3,550
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 41.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Illinois Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1,555 1,675
Baltimore 1,145 1,449
Birmingham 1,270 1,664
Boston 1,295 1.557
Chicago 1,923 1,775*
Cincinnati 1,868 1,776
Cleveland 1.923 1,740
Dallas-Ft. Worth 1,423 1,594
Denver 1.875 1,693
Detroit 1.958 1,757
Kansas City 2,012 1,772
Los Angeles
Louisville
1,658 1,606
1.855 1,795
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2.282 1,762
New Orleans 1.493 1.561
New York-Newark 1.577 1.601
Philadelphia 1.330 1,575
Pittsburgh 1.842 1,690
Portland 1,835 1,653
St. Louis 1.845* 1,785
San Francisco-Oakland 1,919 1,523
Washington, D. C. 1,622 1,595
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
=*The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Illinois under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 42—Carlot Unloads of Indiana Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1^ 2
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago o <
Cincinnati 6
Cleveland 2
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads 6 6 2 2_
Net revenue (dollars) 9.870 10,434 3.906 3,600
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 43.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Indiana Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1,533 1,601 1,565 1,685
Baltimore 1,048 1,321 1,175 1,479
Birmingham 1,433 1,587 1,275 1,669
Boston 1,313 1,450 1,330 1,592
Chicago
Cincinnati
1,723 1,739* 1,948 1,800*
1,645* 1,675 1,898 1,806
Cleveland 1,765 1,613 1,953* 1,770
Dallas-Ft. Worth 1,422 1,491 1,388 1,559
Denver 1,616 1,623 1,870 1,688
Detroit 1,824 1,652 1,993 1,792
Kansas City 1,798 1.677 2,002 1,762
Los Angeles 1,797 1,544 1,653 1,601
Louisville 1,764 1,704 1,885 1,825
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,026 1,700 2.277 1,757
New Orleans 1,312 1,467 1,463 1,531
New York-Newark 1,451 1,487 1,607 1,631
Philadelphia 1,171 1,464 1,360 1,605
Pittsburgh 1,660 1,599 1,872 1,720
Portland 1,972 1,601 1,830 1,648
St. Louis 1,559 1,709 1,840 1,780
San Francisco-Oakland 2,094 1,470 1,914 1,518
Washington, D. C. 1,354 1,490 1,652 1,625
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
•Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Indiana under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 44.—Carlot Unloads of Iowa Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Carlot equivalents
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul 6 6 2 2
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. ^
Total unloads 6 6 2 2
Net revenue (dollars) 12,756 10,770 4,744 3,704
^^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 45.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Iowa Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming center
Marketing periods
1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1,453 1,521 1,485 1,605
Baltimore 1,023 1,296 1,150 1,454
Birmingham 1,358 1,512 1,200 1,594
Boston 1,293 1,430 1,310 1,572
Chicago 1,738 1,754 1,963 1,815
Cincinnati 1,595 1,625 1,848 1,756
Cleveland 1,750 1,598 1,938 1,755
Dallas-Ft. Worth 1,422 1,491 1,388 1,559
Denver 1,661 1,668 1,915 1,733
Detroit 1,829 1,657 1,998 1,797
Kansas City 1,818 1,697 2,022 1,782
Los Angeles 1,822 1,569 1,678 1,626
Louisville 1,689 1,629 1,810 1,750
Minneapolis-St, Paul 2,121* 1,795* 2,372* 1,852*
New Orleans 1,267 1,422 1,418 1,486New York-Newark 1,426 1,462 1,582 1,606
Philadelphia 1,141 1,434 1,330 1,575
Pittsburgh 1,635 1,574 1,847 1,695
Portland 2,037 1,666 1,895 1,713
St. Louis 1,544 1,694 1,825 1,765
San Francisco- Oakland 2,159 1,535 1,979 1,583
Washington, D. C. 1,324 1,460 1,622 1,595
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
•Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Iowa under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 46.—Carlot Unloads of Kansas Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2
6 14
42 36 20 14
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
^
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville .
Minneapolis-St. Paul *
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads 42 42 28 28_
Net revenue (dollars) 78,456 73,350 58,160 50,960
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 47.—Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Kansas Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, i). C.
1,423
948
1,338
UlS
1,643
1,540
1,670
1,492
1,736
1,739
1,868*
1,922
1,649
2,061
1,257
1,356
1,071
1,560
2,082
1,509
2,209
1,254
Dollars
,491
1,221
1,492
1,350
1,659
1,570
1,518
1,561
1,743*
1,567
1,747*
1,669
1,589
1,735
1,412
1,392
1,364
1,499
1,711
1,659
1,585
1.390
1,455
1,075
1,180
1,230
1,868*
1,793
1,858
1,458
1,990
1,908
2,072*
1,778
1,770
2,312*
1,408
1,512
1,260
1,772
1,940
1,790
2,029
1,552
1,575
1,379
1,574
1,492
1,720
1,701
1,675
1,629
1,808*
1,707
1,832*
1,726
1,710
1,792
1,476
1,536
1,505
1,620
1,758
1,730
1,633
1,525
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Kansas under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 48.—Carlot Unloads of Kentucky Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 _2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington. D. C.
Total unloads 2 2
Net revenue (dollars) 3.736 3.590
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
2
2
APPENDIX TABLE 49.—Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Kentucky Shippers Resultii^; from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 2 S
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1.580 1,700
Baltimore 1.150 1,454
Birmingham • 1,305 1,699
Boston 1,295 1,657
Chicago 1,903 1,755
Cincinnati 1,868* 1.776
Cleveland 1,923 1,740
Dallas-Ft. Worth 1,443 1.614
Denver 1,860 1.678
Detroit 1,958 1,757
Kansas City 1,992 1,752
Los Angeles
Louisville
1,673 1.621
1,855 1,795*
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,267 1.747
New Orleans 1,508 1,576
New York-Newark 1,577 1,601
Philadelphia 1,325 1,570
Pittsburgh
Portland
1,842 1,690
1,820 1,638
St. Louis 1,825 1,765
San Francisco-Oakland 1.909 1,513
Washington. D. C. 1.632 1.605
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Kentucky under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 50—Carlot Unloads of Louisiana Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3^
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot
Atlanta
12Baltimore 10
Birmingham 2 8
Boston 2
Chicago 43 552 282 356 438
Cincinnati 11 84 42 16
Cleveland 16 222 110
Dallas-Ft.Worth
Denver c0 1 OT OU O
Detroit 21 270 148
Kansas City 9 84 126 22 38
Los Angeles 49 882 70
Louisville 7 48 28 16
Minneapolis-St. Paul 1 48 312 24 182
New Orleans 13 270 216 116 108
New York-Newark 13 36 28
Philadelphia 6 12 4
Pittsburgh 10 84 40
Portland
St. Louis 15 132 96 72 90
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. 5
Total unloads 176 176 1,914 1,914 1,010 1,010
Net revenue (dollars) 350,568 428,511 2,996,460 3,052,224 1,781,374 1,673,558
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 51.-Estimated Net Prices^ Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Louisiana Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3_
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,365 2,296 1,493 1,561 1,525 1.645
Baltimore 1,495 1,616 933* 1,206 1,060* 1,364
Birmingham 1,960 2,337 1,423 1,577 1,265* 1,659*
Boston 1,555 1,625 1,183 1.320 1,200* 1.462
Chicago 2,000* 2,287 1,578* 1,594* 1,803* 1.655*
Cincinnati 1,725* 2,243 1,495* 1,525 1,748* 1.656*
Cleveland 2,050* 2,172 1,620* 1,468 1,808* 1.625
Dallas-Ft.Worth 2,895 2,518 1,527 1,596 1,493 1.664
Denver 3,195* 2,435* 1,581* 1,588 1,835* 1.653*
Detroit 2,065* 2,194 1,679* 1,507 1.848* 1,647
Kansas City 2,095* 2,366 1.713* 1,592* 1.917* 1.677*
Los Angeles 2,265 2,434* 1,847 1,594* 1,703 1.651*
Louisville 2,286* 2,286 1,619* 1,559 1,740* 1,680*
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,056* 2,072 1,921* 1,595* 2,172* 1,652*
New Orleans 1,915* 2,138 1.447* 1,602* 1,598* 1,666*
New York-Newark 1,510* 1,810 1,326* 1,362 1,482* 1.506
Philadelphia 1,540* 1,782 1,051* 1,344 1,240* 1.485
Pittsburgh 1,926* 2,109 1,500* 1,439 1.712* 1.560
Portland 2,370 2,272 1,937 1,566 1.795 1,613
St. Louis 1,861* 2,372 1,439* 1,589* 1.720* 1,660*
San Francisco-Oakland 2,940 2,401 2,124 1,500 1,944 1,548
Washington, D. C. 2,481* 2,056 1,249 1,385 1.547 1,520
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Louisiana under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 52—Carlot Unloads of Maryland Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
CiOnsuming center
Marketing periods
11 9 90
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore 5 144 76
Birmingham
24Boston 8 12
Chicago 8
Cincinnati 12 12
Cleveland 3 30 10
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit 9
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark 1 138 384 30 182
Philadelphia 3 66 16
Pittsburgh 4 42 96 12
Portland
St. Louis 2 4
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. 1 24 10
Total unloads
Net revenue (dollars)
22 22 480 480 182 182
41,940 50,877 695,334 788,352 284,100 325,052
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 53.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Maryland Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2.330 2,261 1,458 1,526 1,490 1,610
Baltimore 1,755* 1,876 1,193* 1,466 1,320* 1,624
Birmingham 1,865 2,242 1,328 1,482 1,170 1,564
Boston 1,835* 1,905 1,463* 1,600 1,480* 1,742
Chicago 2,025 2,312* 1,603 1,619 1,828 1,680
Cincinnati 1,790 2,308 1,560* 1,590 1,813* 1,721
Cleveland 2,200 2,322* 1,770* 1,618 1,958* 1,775
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,635 2,258 1,267 1,336 1,233 1,404
Denver 3,070 2,310 1,456 1,463 1,710 1,528
Detroit 2,180 2,309* 1,794 1,622 1,963 1,762
Kansas City 2,010 2,281 1,628 1,507 1,832 1,592
Los Angeles 2,050 2,219 1,632 1,379 1,488 1,436
Louisville 2,296 2,296 1,629 1,569 1,750 1,690
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,051 2,067 1,916 1,590 2.167 1,647
New Orleans 1,660 1,883 1,192 1,347 1,343 1,411
New York-Newark 1,7M* 2,090 1,606* 1,642* 1,762* 1,786*
Philadelphia 1,815* 2,057 1,326* 1,619 1,515* 1,760
Pittsburgh 2,131* 2,314 1,705* 1,644* 1,917* 1,765
Portland 2,245 2.147 1,812 1,441 1,670 1,488
St. Louis 1,806 2,317* 1,384 1,534 1,665* 1,605
San Francisco-Oakland 2,750 2,211 1,934 1,310 1,754 1,358
Washington, D. C. 2,726* 2,301 1,494* 1,630 1,792* 1,765
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
•Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Maryland under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 54.—Carlot Unloads of Mississippi Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
LiOTlOt cQutvolcnts
Atlanta oA 94.
Baltimore
1 9Birmingham o9
Boston
12Chicago 2
Cincinnati 0
Cleveland 1 0 2
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver 6
Detroit 6
Kansas City 9
Los Angeles
Louisville 6 2
Minneapolis-St. Paul 6
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland 19 102 18
St. Louis 3 18 6
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads
Net revenue (dollars)
19 19 102 102 18 18
38,223 52.763 163,236 211,242 31,526 38,124
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 55.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Mississippi Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center
_1_ 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2.430* 2,361 1,558* 1.626 1,590* 1,710
Baltimore 1,560 1.681 998 1.271 1,125 1,429
Birmingham 2,030* 2.407 1,493* 1,647 1,335* 1,729
Boston 1,625 1.695 1.253 1.390 1,270 1,532
Chicago 2,050 2.337 1,628* 1,644 1,853* 1,705
Cincinnati 1,805* 2,323 1,575* 1,605 1.828 1,736
Cleveland 2,125* 2.247 1,695* 1,543 1.883* 1,700
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,865 2,488 1.497 1,566 1.463 1,634
Denver 3,185 2.425 1,571* 1,578 1,825 1,643
Detroit 2.135 2.264 1,749* 1,577 1,918 1,717
Kansas City 2.140 2,411 1,758 1.637 1,962* 1,722
Los Angeles 2,240 2,409 1.822 1,569 1,678 1.626
Louisville 2,361 2,361 1.694* 1,634 1,815* 1,755
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2.101 2.117 1,966* 1,640 2,217 1,697
New Orleans 1,865 2,088 1,397 1,552 1,548 1,616
New York-Newark 1,580 1,880 1,396 1,432 1,552 1,576
Philadelphia 1.600 1.842 1,111 1,404 1,300 1,545
Pittsburgh 2,016 2,199 1.590 1,529 1,802 1,650
Portland 2.875 2,777* 2.442 2,071* 2,300 2,118*
St. Louis 1,916* 2.427 1.494* 1,644 1,775* 1,715
San Francisco-Oakland 2.910 2.371 2.094 1,470 1,914 1,518
Washington, D^ C. 2.546 2,121 1,314 1,450 1.612 1,585
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
*The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Mississippi under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX T-\BLI, 56.—Carlot Unloads of Missouri Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Carlot equivalents
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. "Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
3 3 66 66 20 20
Total unloads 3 3 66 66 20 20
Net revenue (dollars) 6,033 7,566 104,874 114,774 37,400 36,200
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX T.ABLE 57.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Missouri Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,375 2,306 1,503 1,571 1,535 1,655
Baltimore 1,590 1,711 1,028 1,301 1,155 1,459
Birmingham 1,945 2,322 1,408 1,562 1,250 1,644
Boston 1,660 1,730 1,288 1,425 1,305 1,567
Chicago 2,135 2,422 1,713 1,729 1,938 1,790
Cincinnati 1,845 2,363 1,615 1,645 1,868 1,776
Cleveland 2,180 2,302 1,750 1,598 1,938 1,755
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,830 2,453 1,462 1,531 1,428 1,599
Denver 3,270 2,510 1,656 1,663 1,910 1,728
Detroit 2,200 2,329 1,814 1,642 1,983 .1,782
Kansas City 2,215 2,486 1,833 1,712 2,037 1,797
Los Angeles 2,255 2,424 1,837 1,584 1,693 1,641
Louisville 2,396 2,396 1,729 1,669 1,850 1,790
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,191 2,207 2,056 1,730 2,307 1,787
New Orleans 1,780 2,003 1,312 1,467 1,463 1,531
New York-Newark 1,615 1,915 1,431 1,467 1,587 1,611
Philadelphia IMO 1,882 1,151 1,444 1,340 1,585
Pittsburgh 2,066 2,249 1,640 1,579 1,852 1,700
Portland 2,445 2,347 2,012 1,641 1,870 1,688
St. Louis 2,011* 2,522* 1,589* 1,739* 1,870* 1,810*
San Francisco-Oakland 2,950 2,411 2,134 1,510 1,954 1,558
Washington, D. C. 2,566 2,141 1,334 1,470 1,632 1,605
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
•Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Missouri under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 58.—Carlot Unloads of New Jersey Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimum i Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Carlot equivalents
12
144
192
18
6
24
426
426
150
36
90
324
288
168
306
234
36
128
14
2
14
292
224
14
156
54
242
212
160
Washington, D. C. 48 6 20
Total unloads 1 1 1,452 1,452 838 838
Net revenue (dollars) 1,770 2,314 2,137.968 2,364,144 1,393,146 1,482,588
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 59.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
New Jersey Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3_
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,325 2,256 1,453* 1,521 1,485 1,605
Baltimore 1,755 1,876 1,193* 1,466 1,320* 1,624
Birmingham 1,860 2,237 1,323 1,477 1.165 1,559
Boston 1,860 1,930 1,488* 1,625* 1,505* 1,767
Chicago 2,030 2,317 1,608* 1,624* 1,833* 1.685
Cincinnati 1,790 2,308 1,560* 1,590 1,813* 1,721
Cleveland 2,205 2.327 1,775* 1,623* 1,963* 1,780
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,630 2.253 1,262 1,331 1,228 1,399
Denver 3,070 2.310 1,456 1,463 1,710 1,528
Detroit 2,185 2,314* 1,799 1,627* 1,968* 1,767*
Kansas City 2,010 2,281 1,628 1,507 1,832 1,592
Los Angeles 2,040 2,209 1,622 1,369 1,478 1,426
Louisville 2,296 2,296 1,629 1,569 1.750 1,690
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,056 2.072 1,921* 1,595 2.172* 1,652
New Orleans 1,655 1,878 1,187 1,342 1.338 1,406
New York-Newark 1,770* 2,070 1,586* 1,622* 1,742* 1,766*
Philadelphia 1,820 2,062 1,331* 1.624* 1,520* 1,765
Pittsburgh 2,136 2,319 1,710* 1,649* 1,922* 1,770*
Portland 2,250 2,152 1,817 1,446 1,675 1,493
St. Louis 1,806 2,317 1,384 1,534 1,665 1,605
San Francisco-Oakland 2,755 2,216 1,939 1,315 1,759 1,363
Washington, D. C. 2.721 2.296 1,489* 1,625* 1,787* 1,760
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
='The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
New Jersey under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 60—Carlot Unloads of New Mexico Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
1
Carlot equivalents
30
6
36
14
14
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Total unloads
1 1 36 36 14 14
Net revenue (dollars) 2,875 2.614 55,656 63,864 20,622 25,634
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 61.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
New Mexico Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,210 2,141 1,338 1,406
Baltimore 1,385 1,506 823 1,096
Birmingham 1,810 2,187 1,273 1,427
Boston 1,455 1,525 1,083 1,220
Chicago 1,925 2,212 1,503 1,519
Cincinnati 1,640 2,158 1,410 1,440
Cleveland 1,970 2,092 1,540 1,388
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,875* 2,498 1,507* 1,576
Denver 3,355 2,595 1,741* 1,748
Detroit 1,990 2,119 1,604 1,432
Kansas City 2,110 2,381 1,728 1,607
Los Angeles 2,445 2,614* 2,027 1,774*
Louisville 2,176 2,176 1,509 1,449
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,056 2,072 1,921 1,595
New Orleans 1,725 1,948 1,257 1,412
New York-Newark 1,410 1,710 1,226 1 262
Philadelphia 1,430 1,672 941 1,234
Pittsburgh 1,856 2,039 1,430 1,369
Portland 2,555 2,457 2,122 1,751
St. Louis 1,806 2,317 1,384 1,534
San Francisco-Oakland 3,105 2,566 2,289 1,665
Washington, D. C. 2,361 1,936 1,129 1,265
1,370
950
1,115
1,100
1,728
1,663
1,728
1,473*
1,995
1,773
1,932
1,883
1,630
2,172
1,408
1,382
1,130
1,642
1,980
1,665
2,109
1,427
1,490
1,254
1,509
1,362
1,580
1,571
1,545
1,644
1,813
1,572
1,692
1,831*
1,570
1,652
1,476
1,406
1.375
1,490
1,798
1,605
1,713
1,400
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
/The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments fromNew Mexico under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 62.-Carlot Unloads of North Carolina Sweet Potatoes and Es-
timated Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming
Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Marketing periods
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
24 126 16
12 2
6 4
240 2
18 180 4 88
2 6
S6 102 8 1S4
78 2
420 208
102 40
6 2 4
102 42 100
Total unloads
Net revenue (dollars)
14 14 726 726 332
27,429 32,729 1,082.490 1.162.932 554,212
332
574,946
*The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 63—Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
North Carolina Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by
Consuming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming center
Marketing periods
Actual Optimum
2,410 2.341*
1.705 1.826
1,930 2.307
1,765 1,835
2,010 2,297
1,800 2.318
2,165 2.287
2,695 2.318
3,065 2.305
2,155 2.284
2,020 2.291
2,065 2.234
2,326 2.326*
2,036 2.052
1,715 1,938
1,720* 2,020
1,745* 1,987
2,096* 2,279
2,240 2.142
1,821 2.332
2.745 2,206
2,686* 2,261
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. G.
1.538*
1,143*
1.393
1.393*
1.588
1.570*
1,735
1.327
1.451
1.769*
1,638
1,647
1.659
1.901
1.247
1.536*
1.256*
1.670*
1.807
1.399
1.929
1.454*
Dollars
1,606*
1.416
1.547
1,530
1.604*
1.600*
1.583
1.396
1,458
1,597*
1,517
1,394
1.599*
1,575
1.402
1.572
1,549
1,609
1.436
1.549
1,305
1.590
1.570*
1.270*
1.235
1,410*
1,813*
1.823*
1.923*
1.293
1,705
1,938*
1.842
1,503
1,780*
2.152
1.398
1.692*
1.445*
1,882*
1.665
1.680
1.749
1,752*
1,690
1.574
1.629
1,672
1,665
1,731*
1,740*
1.464
1.523
1.737*
1.602
1.451
1.720
1.632
1.466
1.716
1.690
1.780*
1.483
1,620
1.353
1.725*
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation m which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns. ... £_
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments trom
North Carolina under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 64.—Carlot Unloads of South Carolina Sweet Potatoes and Esti-
mated Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming
Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 4 5 30 54 14 20
Baltimore 6
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville 8
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark 6 10
Philadelphia 6 2
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. 1 6 2
Total unloads 5 5 54 54 28 28
Net revenue (dollars) 12.391 11,830 78,204 88,074 45,104 48,060
*The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 65.-£stimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
South Carolina Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by
Consuming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 S_
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,435* 2,366* 1.563* 1.631* 1,595* 1,715*
Baltimore 1,665 1,786 1,103* 1.376 1,230 1,534
Birmingham 1,955 2,332 1.418 1.572 1,260 1,654
Boston 1,730 1,800 1.358 1,495 1,375 1,687
Chicago 2,005 2,292 1,583 1,599 1,808 1,660
Cincinnati 1,790 2,308 1,560 1,590 1,813 1.721
Cleveland 2,125 2,247 1,695 1,543 1,883 1,700
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,720 2,343 1,352 1,421 1,318 1,489
Denver 3,070 2.310 1,456 1,463 1,710 1,528
Detroit 2,120 2,249 1,734 1.562 1,903 1,702
Kansas City 2,025 2,296 1,643 1.522 1,847 1,607
Los Angeles 2,090 2,259 1.672 1,419 1,528 1,476
Louisville 2,326 2,326 1,659 1,599 1,780 1,720*
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,031 2,047 1,896 1,570 2.147 1.627
New Orleans 1,760 1,983 1.292 1,447 1,443 1,511
New York-Newark 1,685 1,985 1,501* 1,537 1,657* 1,681
Philadelphia 1,685 1,927 1,196* 1,489 1,385* 1,630
Pittsburgh 2,056 2,239 1,630 1,569 1,842 1,690
Portland 2,245 2,147 1,812 1,441 1,670 1,488
St. Louis 1,826 2,337 1,404 1,554 1,685 1,625
San Francisco-Oakland 2,765 2.226 1,949 1,325 1,769 1,373
Washington, D. C. 2,651* 2.226 1,419* 1,555 1,717* 1,690
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
South Carolina under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 66.—Carlot Unloads of Tennessee Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming center
Marketing periods
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Carlot equivalents
12
36
12
Total unloads
Net revenue (dollars)
42 42
,011 9,864 68,070 71,148
12
21,222
12
21,540
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 67.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Tennessee Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,420 2,351 1,548* 1.616 1,580* 1.700
Baltimore 1,585 1,706 1,023 1,296 1,150 1.454
Birmingham 2,000 2,377 1,463 1,617 1.305 1.699
Boston 1,650 1,720 1.278 1,415 1.295 1.557
Chicago 2,100* 2,387 1,678* 1,694* 1,903* 1,755
Cincinnati 1,845* 2,363 1,615* 1,645 1,868* 1,776
Cleveland 2,165 2,287 1,735 1.583 1,923 1.740
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,845 2,468* 1,477 1,546 1,443 1,614
Denver 3,220 2,460* 1,606 1,613 1,860 1,678
Detroit 2,175 2,304 1,789 1,617 1.958 1.757
Kansas City 2,170 2,441 1,788 1,667 1.992 1.752
Los Angeles 2,235 2,404 1,817 1.564 1.673 1,621
Louisville 2,401 2,401 1,734* 1.674 1.855* 1.795*
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,151 2,167 2,016 1,690 2.267 1.747
New Orleans 1,825 2,048 1,357 1,512 1.508 1.576
New York-Newark 1,605 1,905 1,421 1.457 1,577 1.601
Philadelphia 1,625 1,867 1.136 1,429 1.325 1,570
Pittsburgh 2,056 2,239 1.630 1,569 1.842 1.690
Portland 2,395 2,297 1.962 1,591 1.820 1,638
St. Louis 1,966* 2,477 1.544* 1,694* 1.825* 1.765
San Francisco-Oakland 2,905 2,366 2.089 1.465 1.909 1.513
Washington, D. C. 2,566 2,141 1.334 1,470 1.632 1.605
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Tennessee under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 68.—Carlot Unloads of Texas Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
Nevf York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
14 18
Carlot equivalents
54
36
300
42
12
306
114
120
16
24
6
4
130
24
2
6
124
72
Total unloads 18 18 540 540 232 232
Net revenue (dollars) 49,641 46,404 850,068 894,258 377,950 399,424
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 69.-Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Texas Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimums Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
Consuming center 1 2 3^
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,335 2,266 1,463* 1,531 1,495* 1.615
Baltimore 1,465 1,586 903 1,176 1,030 1.334
Birmingham 1,935 2,312 1,398* 1,552 1,240* 1,634
Boston 1,340 1,410 968 1,105 985 1,247
Chicago 1,990 2,277 1,568* 1,584 1,793* 1,645
Cincinnati 1,720* 2,238 1,490* 1,520 1,743* 1,651
Cleveland 2,040* 2,162 1,610* 1,458 1,798* 1,615
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,955* 2,578* 1,587* 1,656* 1,533* 1,724*
Denver 3,260 2,500 1,646* 1,658* 1,900* 1,718*
Detroit 2,060 2,189 1,674 1,502 1,843* 1,642
Kansas City 2,145 2,416 1,763* 1,642 1,967* 1,727*
Los Angeles 2,330 2,499 1,912 1,659* 1,768 1,716*
Louisville 2,276 2,276 1,609 1,549 1,730 1,670
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,091* 2,107 1,956* 1,630 2,207* 1,687
New Orleans 1,850 2,073 1,382 1,537 1,533 1,601
New York-Newark 1,485 1,785 1,301 1,337 1,457 1,481
Philadelphia 1,510 1,752 1,021 1.314 1,210* 1,455
Pittsburgh 1,921 2,104 1,495 1,434 1,707* 1,555
Portland 2,420* 2,322 1,987* 1,616 1,845 1,663
St. Louis 1,866 2,377 1.444* 1,594 1.725 1,665
San Francisco-Oakland 3,000 2,461 2,184 1,560 2,004 1,608
Washington, D. C. 2.451 2,026 1,219 1,355 1,517 1,490
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
*The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments from
Texas under the optimum situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 70.—Carlot Unloads of Virginia Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Revenue Resulting from Actual and Optimumi Distributions, by Consuming Cen-
ters and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periods
1 2 3
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
(jQTiot eQuivcilents
Atlanta 4 60 OA.
Baltimore 26 96 32
Birmingham
10 24Boston 2
Chicago
Cincinnati 3 3 6
Cleveland 11 6
o4
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit 2 6.
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville 4
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
238New York-Newark 55 228 642 106
Philadelphia 50 144 50
Pittsburgh 12 21 36 8
Portland 2
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
12Washington, D. C. 5 124 36
Total unloads
Net revenue (dollars)
165 165 642 642 238 238
304,847 378,376 933,210 1,044,534 385,038 421,498
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which all Dro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
APPENDIX TABLE 71.—Estimated Net Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to
Virginia Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Con-
suming Centers and Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C.
Marketing periods
Actual Optimum
2,355* 2,286
1,740* 1,861
1,875 2,252
1,825* 1,895
2,005 2,292
1,780* 2,298*
2,185 2,307*
2,645 2,268
3,055 2,295
2,160 2,289*
1,985 2,256
2,035 2,204
2,291 2,291*
2,031 2,047
1,680 1,903
1,775* 2,075
1,800* 2,042
2,116* 2,299*
2,230 2,132
1,786 2,297
2,735 2,196
2,716* 2,291*
Actual Optimum Actual Optimum
Dollars
1,483*
1,178*
1,338
1,453*
1,583
1,550*
1,755*
1,277
1,441
1,774*
1,603
1,617
1,624
1,896
1,212
1,591*
1,311*
1,690*
1,797
1,364
1,919
1.484*
1,551
1,451
1,492
1,590
1,599
1,580
1,603
1,346
1,448
1,602
1,482
1,364
1,564
1,570
1,367
1,627*
1,604
1,629
1,426
1,514
1,295
1,620
1,515*
1,305*
1,180
1,470*
1,808
1,803
1,943*
1,243
1,695
1,943
1,807
1,473
1,745
2,147
1,363
1,747*
1,500*
1,902*
1,655*
1,645
1,739
1,782*
1,635
1,609
1.574
1,732
1,660
1,711
1,760
1,414
1,513
1,742
1,567
1,421
1,685
1,627
1,431
1.771*
1,745
1,750
1,473
1,585
1,343
1.755
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
. . . .
• u n
^The optimum for the specified producing area is shown for the situation in which ail pro-
ducing areas move toward optimum shipping patterns.
. j ^. . r
•Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received shipments trom
Virginia under the optimum situation.
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